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PADUCAH. KY., THURSDAY MORNING. APRIL 11. 1907.
I JEROME DELIVERS GREAT
SPEECH TO THE JURY
Learned Not Only in Law But in Medical Science --
Strong In Its Appeal to the Integrity of the Jury-
men---Ridiculing Unwritten Law---Jury Has
Case But the Verdict is Very Uncertain.
The end is at last in sight in the
Thaw case. For weeks a battle of
4 I legal giants has been waged for the
life and liberty of Harry K. Traw
which culminatedohis evening in the
case being given to a jury of his
countrymen who now hold in their
hands all the tangled skein of the
fume trial and upon whom rests the
eosponsibility of sayieg whether Thaw
obeli live or die, be free or fill a
convict's cell. The ivory is now locked
up (or the night and no intimation of
he verdict can be secured.
New York, April to—All previous
ceowds were insignificafft compared
Sri the mob which stornued the court-
room doors this morning in an effort
to hear DIsteict Attorney Jerome
them op the statshi case against Harry
K., Thaw, slayer of Stanford White.
Although comet was not•convened oa-
t* It op o'clock, fully two hours be-
fore that time the *draftee guard of
spectators began to arrive and tools
poitions of vantage in 41ie corri-
dor. leading to the courtthoon so as
to be among the first to be admitted
wisen the doors were rimmed. The
polies, however. anticipating just
such 3 move on the part of outsiders,
were p:epared for the rush and kept
-the doors closed until it o'clock, but
dila diet not prevent a large number
of favored friends from getting into
the court-room before that hour.
Scene of Tense Interest
Court attendants employed the side
.siettro leading to the apte-rooms to
good advantage, and so when the
main entrance was opened, the trial
looms as almost filled. -
The small enclosure in front of the
judge'i bench was wail also taxed to
its utmost capacity by the friends and4 assistants of the district attorney. and
altogether the scene in the courtroom
when Mr. Jerome rose to address
the jury was one of tense interest,
expectancy and suppressed excite-
ment
In the corrider4 the scenes were
more stirring. Scores of disappointed
men and women made an onslaught
on the police guard in a last effort
to pass through the portals, only to
be repulsed and fairly dragged back
Front the .entrance Men with
miagined influence pleaded with the
ollicero cajoled, begged and threat-
ened, tut ail in vain.
'Abont five minutes before the ses-
sion eras begun members of the Thaw
family began to arrive. The first to
enter the coort-room was Josiah.
4 Thaw. He was ascomptuded by his
sister, the countess of Yarmouth.
lifre. Carnegie and her husband were
the next to arrihe Mrs. &tweed• Thaw and Evelyn Thaw followed
quickly and the elder *a. Thaw
eause Hist 'stoked hopeful and
contfiderst. '
At 11:35 o'clock Justice Fillgerald
to kis seater the bench, the- jury
was brought in and • K . Thaw
was called to the bar.,
Jere**. Begins.
-Gentlemen, of the jury," said Mr.
Jerome. arising when the. court had
opened, "from all I can judge fromthe papers—I having been absent—
you have been wandering through a
mere field of romance for two days.
. The life of i limyi:ft being is not to
be judged on such a premises. The
issues here cannot be determined by
quotations from the scriptures. You
have been enjoined by the court to
make up your verdict solely from the
evidence.
"The attorneys for the defense have
had the responsibility uf a human
attilife resting on them. But there has
• q "*en t respposibility unusually grave
on the prosecution.
"The law is not a cruel law. It
does not punish for the mere sake of
punishment. It punishes to protect-those who live under- It.
"Important as it is that no human
0116,Tife should be put out unjustly, it is
actually important to the communityIn which yet and 1 dwell that *law shall be justly upheld.
"I, gentlemen, have had no easy-task. if in the heat of battle I have
transcended the courtesy due tocounsel, I will beg you to overlooR
it. if in the judgment of the court
havaaarone further than I should
.gone in making certain statements incourt, I have nothing but regret for
It. This is a time for us to lay ouranimosities aside. The issue here is
not to be determined upon my per-
**do to be determined upon my per-
tonality or upon that of the counsel
for the defense.
Bide of the People.
Keep clearly in mind that while the
defendant's counsel stands for the de-
fendant individually, there is anotffer
sick, the aide of the people, of whom
you are a part This is no action be-
tween the executors of Stanford
White and this defendant; it is not
a trial to determine whether Evelyn
Nesbit was ravished by Stanford
Wilde. It is as Issue betwen the pers,
pie of New York state and Harry K.
Thaw and it is to determine whether
what he did was justifiable or excus-
able, or whether he should be pun-
ished for it
-"I will assure you that not on the
words of counsel, but oa the evidence
you are hotrod by your oaths to de-
cide this issue. On the evidence I
will try to point out to you that this
defendant's crime was not justifiable
or excusable and that be should be
punished.
"You are not entitled to say that
this man is guilty because the grand
jury indicted him for murder in the
first degree, but you are entitled to
consider that on their oaths they
said the unexplained evidence justi-
fied them in charging him with mur-
der in the first degree."
Mr. Jerome then went briefly into
the law covering the ViTIOUS classes
into which homicide is divided, de-
scribing each.
"If you find that this defendagt
was insane when he tilled Stanford
White, it is your duty to say so in
your verdict If you do not sty so,
it is because you believe that the
crime ,.as jostrfiable. Justifiable does
not mean Dementia hinericana; if
means self-defense But, when a
man sits with his head in his hands
and is deliberately shot with a pistol
held so close to him that after the
shooting the victim's own brother-
in-law did not recognize him, i: can
hardly be called self-defense east of
the Mississippi river.
"There can be logically but one of
foot- verdicts returned by you--mor-
der in the first degree, because there
was not only design, but premedita-
tion; murder in the second degree,
because there u-as design, but no pre-
meditation. manslaughter, because
there was neither design nor premeds
itation, but merely the heat of par
sion, or lastly. 'not guilty, became of
insanity.'
Duty of C.ounsel.
"Gentlemen of the jury, it is for
counsel to appeal to you as the!
thantelves see their duty To me the
duty points only to an appeal upon
the evidence in court. Counsel should
not inject other things into this case.
An effort to influence your passions
and to torn your mind, from the is-
sue in this trial to another case, is
not considered the duty of counsel on
the Atlantic seaboard."
"Your oath binds you to render
your verdict upon the evidence and
that alone. You must reach your ver-
dict by purely and plainly an intellec-
tual process—as you would dispose of
a problem in geometry, and equation
in algebra or a sum in arithmetic.
You are to be the sole judges of this
issue and you are to judge by the
facts. You must take the law as the
court gives it to you.
"If we are going into the proposi-
tion of sympathy in this trial, it can
be played upon by both sides. Have
you thought of the widow in Cam-
bridge and the fatherless boy in
Harvard? I mention these, men, that
you may see that the question of
sympathy hao napght to do with the
issues here."
hfr. Jerome referred sarcastkally
to "dementia 'Americana," asking if
it was the higher law under whiceli a
man may flaunt the woman through
the capitals of Europe for two years
as his mistress—and then kill. He
warned the jury that it would be a
violation of their oath to cciosider
"dementia Americana," declaring it
had no status onj the Atlantic sea-
board.
Mr, Jerome made a fiery attack up-
on Evelyn Nesbit Thaw, referring to
her sarcastically as the "angel
saying she seemed always ready to
go to the "human ogre who had
stripped her of her virtue."
He denounced her1 story as false.
_ . Jerome said it seemed to him
that the voice of the murdered Stan-
ford White was crying out to him,
"Can't you say one word for me?











TAKE TWO WEEKS FOR 
YOUNBiAN LEFT HISRAILROAD UNDERTAKINO 
CREDITORS IN LURCH
MEMPHIS CONTRACTOR BE-
GINS NEXT MONDAY ON
SEWER EXCAVATION.
— —
Superintendent Egan Promises That
the Contractor W4I Not Be De-
layed by Railroad Men.0
The decided stand talon by the
board of public works regarding the
Illinois Central railroad doing noth-
ing towards moving the trade along
First from Broadway to Washington
street, proved effectere earlier than
anticipated, as yesterday Roadritaster
Bliss of the raikoad came to the
office of City Engineer Washington
and held a conference, daring which
time he agreed to have his employee
start to work next Saturday moving
the rods and ties out of the way so
the brick. concrete and storm sewer
improvement could be started along
that thoroughfare.
Roadniaster Bliss will first take up
the spur that runs in front of the
peanut factory at First and Washing-
ton. This spur leads over to the side
of First at that point, from the main
track in center of the thoroughfare.
Thie spur comes up the first thing,
so as to get it out of the way of the
contractor and the latter can im-
mediately commence excavating that
tittle of First for the storm sewers
that go down underneath.
After getting this spur up, the rail-
road them moves the track from in
center to the East side of First street.
Superintendent Egan yesterday in-
formed President Wilhelm of the
board that the latter body need have
no fears regarding the railroad as
he, the superentendent, would see
that the rails and ties are moved in
plenty of time and the contractor not
be delayed by any dilatoriness upon
part of the railroad employes.
Roacknaster Bliss thinks it will
take neatly two weeks to get the
tracks moved from center, and down
permanently on the east side of the
thoroughfare. When once out of the
center of the thoroughfare- they are
out of the contractor's - way, and no
matter ow many days the roadmas-
ter takes to get them permanently
olaid over on the side, thee will not
interfere with the street contractor
who will be on the other side of
the highway.
City Engineer Washington yester-
day telegraphed the Memphis con-
tractor to be here next Monday with
his nien to begin excavating in front
of the peanut factory for the storm
sewerage which goes underground
first.
The storm *ewer goes dawn hest.
and then the brick streets and con-
crete sidewalks afterwards.
The city engineer has been trying
to get the railroad officials to have a
conference for several weeks, repo:D-ing moving the tracks, but not suc-
ceeding, the board of worlds Tuesday
directed that legal notice be served
on the railway people by the city so-
licitor to effect that the removal must




Jerome resumed his speech at 2:16
and at once launched into another
denudation of the unwritten law
showing the improbabilities of
Evelyn Nesbit Thaw's story by the
internal evidence drawn from her
testimony. He then referred to the
expert testimony ridiculing the doc-
tors who testified for the defense,
bringing all of his learning in the
effort to discredit them.
I He pickid up all the weak points in
each of the defense's referring fre-
quently to the great speech of Del-
mao. Ridiculing the baring of Eve-
lyns soul. Showing the jury their
duty under the law and finally de-
manding in the name of the law, on
their oatbes, by their honor, fot the
fair name of the empire state a ver-
dict against Harry Thaw. The speech
I was inypressive and the greatest 4ortof Jerome's life.
Charge Delivered.
I Judge Fitzgerald delivered this
charge to the jury, it was a lucid
exposition of the law of New York
bearing on all degrees of homicide
and insanity as a legal defense. Ap-
plying those rules to the case as
shown by the evidence. It is regarded
as leaning slightly to the side of the
defense. After the charge the case
went to the jury.
BOWER AND OTHERS SUE
JON AND OTHERS FOR
BLIZZARD POND
DAMAGE&
St. Louis Furniture Company Sues
Garner Brothers on Accouns—
Mss. Walosfsaid Sues Len
Liao.
Coustaide Shelton will tomorrow
sell the dace and bedrorom furniture
and effects of H. A. Cunningham,
the life insurance man who skipped
out two months aao and left his
creditors to bold the bag. The goods
will be sectioned off to the highest
bidder in the room beside the old
telephone company's exchange on
South Fourth street, and the money
taken to pay off the creditors. Cun-
ningham bought the finest possible
furniture for his office and bedroom
to rear, spending many hundreds of
dollars on this. He turned up miss-
ing in a few weeks and has never
come back, leaving here for Panama
with a man and woman friend.
His creditors filed several hundred
dollars worth of snits against him for
money due for goods, and all got
judgment in the court of Magistrate
Charles Emery who has issued an
order directing the constable to sell
the furniture tomorrow and pay off
the debts to extent of the sale pro-
ceeds.
"Comte was a high roller while
here, but,it seems others are paying
for it se lie caught quite a slumber.
Geordies Qualified.
Mary A. Rudd qualified in the coun-
ty court yesterday as guardian for
Daisy, Willie and Jessie Rudd, all
minors.
Minister's Limnos.
The county clerk scooted a certifi-
cate entitling Rev. S. B. Moore of the
First Christian church, to perfoern
marriage ceremonies
Property Sold.
E N Smith sold to May Smith ior
$1,475. property on Fountain avenue.
-Ella B. and ',mos E Wilhelm
sold property on West Broadway
near Fountain avenue to Mary Bead-
les Baits for Si and ironer considera-
tions.
L. F Hogg bought from G. L. Rob-
ertson for hoo, property at Twelfth
and Monroe streets
T. M.. Milburn sold to E. N. Smith
for $s,700 property or. Fountain av-
enue
Sued for Damages.
W. L. Bower, R. A. ,Bower and W.
M Milliken yesterday filed suit in
the chetah court against G. A. Jones.
L. L. Jones and Thomas E. Lydon
for jos° damages Tne plaintiffs
own what is known as "Blizzards
Pond" eeceral Mlles outside the city
beyond Mechaniesburg in the Clark's
river section. In order to cultivate
the land submerged by the water,
plaintiffs during rgo5 started to drain
the water from the pond. The de-
fendants got out an injunction suit
preventing plaintis from draining
the pond, on the contention that the
water would flow over onto defen-
dant's around and damago it. The
injunct n was gotten out July 31,
loco, a d the suit dismissed during
Janua 19o7. in favor of the Bowers
and Milliken . who now sue Janesand _others on the ground that the
injunction the latter got out prevent-
ed plaintiffs from getting timber offthe pond lands and otherwise hin-
dered them.
Sued on Account.
The St. Louis Furniture Workers'
Association filed suit for $tto.ot
against Garner B-others, this amount
below claimed due for goods the St.
Louis firm sold the Paducah dealers.
Sued Steamboat Line.
Lawyers Crice and Ross of here
yesterday filed snit in the Ballard
circuit court at Wickliffe, against the
Lee Line of steamboats, for Saxe
damages, for Mts. Catherine Wake-
field. of Bandana, Ballard county.
Abril 16, 1906, Mrs. Wakefield left
the infirmary at Louitrville and board-
ed the steamer Georgia Lee. bound
for Ogden's Landing, thirty, miles
VOL. XXIII, NUMBER 301.
NOTED LECTURER VERY PRETTY
ON TEMPERANCE CERIONIAL





PROFESSOR FOX MADE AD-
DRESS AT MINNEAPOLIS,
MINN., TUESDAY.
Bishop Woodcock Went Yesterday to
Fulton Where He Confirmed
Cis...—Shirt Waist Sale.
Padiscahans will shortly have an
opportunity to hear one of the great-est temperance lecturers ever visit-ing this section. in the person of Rev.
George W. Bains, the noted divineof Eastern Kentucky. At the prayer
service last evening for the First'Baptist church Rev. Calvin M.
Thompson announced that Dr. Rains
would be here to deliver a lectureApril 17 at the First Baptist church,
and the following night at the Broad-way Methodist church.
Dr. Bolos is known the countryover as one of the most eloquent
and forceful of speakers and willdoubtless be greeted here by immensethrongs both evenings, as Padiscaluinshave known for yeas what a greatman be is. he having been heard bymany at different places over thecountry
Former Paaduchen.
Dispatches from Minneapolis.Minn.. yesterday stowed that the daybefore Professor E. A. Sox delivereda fine lecture on "The State Secre-tary and His Work" at the meetingin that northern city of the Fifth din.(net International Field Workers'conieresee His talk was the pins-pal address for the day and heardwith deep interest by hundreds ofrepresgntatives participating in themeeting. Professor Fox was princi-pal in the Paducah public schoolsthirteen years ago and is a learnedand polished gentleman. lie is nowand has been for years secretary ofthe Kentucky State Sunday Schoolassociation, and is also president ofthe Ineernational Field Workers' as-sociation. He makes his headquartersin LouisyWe
Bishop Departed.
Bishop Charles Woodcock. of Lou-
isville, left yesterday for Fultonwhere lest evening he confirmed a
Lame class for the Episcopal church.From that city he proceeds home this
morning.
He confirmed a class in Paducahat Grace church Tuesday evening and
afterwards delievered a strong andfar-reaching sermon. Those in the
Paducah class were Mesdames Wil-liam Kidd. Lillie Boyd Rieke. Misses'Anna Savage. Regina Tyler, MabelBerry. Willie B. Ogilvie. and MasterLucien Burnett, Lloyd Robertson andStanley Brown
Shirt Waist Sale.
The ladies of the Church Furnish-iiig socviety for the First Christianchurch will give a shirt waist sale
next Friday. April 12. at a place yetto be selected down in the city.Waists of all characters will bbe onsale, and oiame handsome bargains
offered the public. Anyone wanting
a shirt waist made to order call tele-phone 1707 to Mr:. J. F. Harth, sec-retary of the Furnishing society. and
she will see that their wants are at-
tended to properly.
Temperance Meeting.
The W. C. T. U. meets in regular
session tomorrow afternoon 3o'clock in the ketone room of the
First Baptist church, at which time
evangelistic department has charge,
with Mrs. Julia Mites Presiding.
at
below Paducah in Kentucky, on the
Ohio river. She says she is near
sighted and infirm and the mate told
her they had reached Ogden's Land-
ing. She got off and after the boat
pulled out. discovered they had put
her off an Williams' island, three
miles from Ogden. out in the river.
She yelled for help and finally in a
few hours a fisherman found her,
took her in his skiff to the Kentucky
shore where she was left and had
to sleep in a house partly submerged
by water. She claims the $2.000 for
damages and improper treatment. She
intended disembarking at Ogden's
and driving overland to her home in
Bandana.
MISS JESSIE HAMILTON ROOK




FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH!THRONGED WITH ADMIR-
ING FRIENDS.
•
Ceremony Performed at 5 O'clock
and One Hoar Afterwards Cottpie
Departed on Wediesig Tour.
To accompaniment of the beautiful
wedding march strains pealing forth
from the melodious, pipe organ, at
5 o'clock yesterday afternoon, at the
First Baptist church; two of the
city's best known young people, Miss
Jessie Hamilton Mk and Mr. %gra-ham Roy Katterjohn, advanced to
the chancel where they were mails
man and wife by Rev Calvin V.
Thompson, D. D.. ia presence of a
large and fashionable assemblages of
friends who gathered for the elegant
affair. It was an exceedingly beauti-
ful and attractive 'ceremony that
bound the lives and hearts of these'
two happy young people on whoa.
were centered tho eyes of hendieds
of admiring fries& wills the unitise
words were being spoken.
The chancel and chok formed a
bower of lovelinets with their ex-
quisite embattlentent of a beautiful
potted plants and flowers, while the
auditorium, balcony and aisles were
congested with throngs drawn out
for the occasion.
Promptly at the appointed hour the
bridal party entered as there pealed
forth she joyous wedding strain*
from the handsome pipe organ under
the talented touch of Mr. William
Roddick. Messrs. Jahn Rook and
Frank Riarkliffe, of the ushers, pro-
ceeded down the left aisle, while op-
posite them in the right aisle pro-.
ceeded Messrs. John Blekh of Anna,
III, and Howard Shelton of this city,
also ushers. The bode marched ctowo
the left aisle, leaning upon the arm
of her maid of honor. Miss Edna
Rook, her younger sister, and the
groom advanced down the right aisle
accompanied by his best man. Mir.
Louis List. At the altar the happy
pair met, and with her hand resting
lightly on his arm, the ceremony was
performed that united them for life.
The beautiful bride looked queenlo
and very lovely, gowned in white
Paris muslin over white silk, with a
picture hat, while there drooped from
her hand a bunch of brides -roses.
White Paris muslin with hot 10
match, garbed the maid of honor,
who carried pink carnations.
At 6 o'clock last evening the New-
ly married pair left for Chicago,drom
whence they go to Cleveland, and
other points on their bridal tour that
will keep them away until May t.
Returning they will reside at the /Cat-terjohn handsome home on South
Fifth near Clark street, until there is
completed the beautiful home being
constructed for them on North Sixth
near Jefferson street.
No young couple stands in higher
estimation or are of more promi-
nence than the contracting pair IIII
was attested by the immense con-
course of friends witnessing the nup-
tials. The lovely bride is a mild-
mannered young woman, highly edu-
cated, of attractive culture and ac-
complishment. and possessed of un-
usually- beautiful traits that endeao
her warmly to. tvery-hody. Shsis
one of the sweet girt graduates of the
Paducah High school and a most
charming young lady. She is this
eldest daughter of Mrs. Wilmot
Rook of Fifth and Clark.
Everybody knows the groom as
-steeling and reliable young business
man of this city, being the senior
member of the leading electrical"
works beating his name, and a young
man of progress who by his amass"
has evidenced the excellent qualities"
he possesses. He is the only son of
Colonel and Mrs. William Ratter-
john of South Fifth. ,
A number of out-of-town guest*
were present, including:
Mr. and Mrs. T. F. Barton of Chi.
cago; Mr. and Mrs. James Meadows,
of Jackson; Mr. and Mrs. Anderpow
Sykes, of Jackson; Mrs. M. P. Gallo-
way, of Memphis.
Professor J. A. Mahler and wife
have gone to Auburn, Ala., to visit
the latter's parents, before going to





TEDDY PUTS THROUGH THE
$4...ATE FOR THE NEGRO
EDUCATOR.
Itundley Appoiebed heine
Over Protest of Representative
Citizens of Alabama.
Washington, IX C., April to.—
Judge Hundley it is.
President Roosevelt yesterday, in
the preseace of Oscar R. Hundley, of
Huntsville, signed the latter's coin-
-missiun as judge of the • Northern
federal judicial district in Alabama.
Judge Hundley repaired at once to
his hotel, where he announced that
he had attained the ambition of his
life. He said he would take the oath
of office tomorrow morning at to
.'dock in the office of the clerk of
the United States supreme court, that
officer adntinistesing the oath.
Hundley Wa'i nominated on Dec. 6
last, to be United States district at-
torney for the same Alabama district
in which he will preside as judge.
Congress adjourned without action
on the nomination, so far as consent
of the senate is concerned. A sub-
committee of the senate judichry
committee, consisting of two Republi-
cans and one Democrat, reported to
the full committe a few days before
the c1o,e of the session, that Hund-
ley was unfit to hold any position
of responsibility in the department
of justice. Both the Alabama sena-
tors and the entire delegation from
the N tat e in the house opposed 'the
idea of Hundley even as district at-
torney.
When at tie last session of con-
gress the new judgeship was created,
there woe no thought, after the prac-
tical rejection by the senate of the
appointment of Hundley as district
attorney, that he would be promoted
to the judgeship. So certain was
this impression, that candidates oere
numerous, including Democrats as
well as. Republican..
Among the candidates for judge
was Oliver D. Street, of Guntersvilk.
Be came to Washington, after having
written ailing their support, to we
the Alabama representatives person-
ally for that purpose.
Suddenly it was eeported that the
referees had agreed with Booker T.
Washington. the Tuslregee negro ed-
ucator, upon a slate making Hundley
judge and Street district attorney.
Street immediately departed for
home without seeing his friends.
Still, the idea' that Hundley would
It appointed was secreted as absurd
In making the appointment of
undley as judge, the president has
cut aside the action of the waste
committee, but ffendley appeared to
be confident that Isis nomination
would be confirmed. Before he left
for Alabama, Senator Pettus declar-
ed that Ifisndley woull never be con-
firmed so long as he and Morgan
lived
DOGS HAVING TKEIR DAY
Milwaukee and Detroit Paying Hom-
age to Canine Ceiebrities.
Milwaukee, Wks. Aped to.—Aris-
tocratic 6ogs of all varieties, more
than 500 Of them, are in the hands
of the judges at the bench show of
the Wiscoosin Kennel dub which
opened in Ohe Broadway armory to-
day. 'It is the most extensive exhi-
bition of dogs ever shown in Wiscon-
sin. There are dogs from all parts
of the counery, many of them prize
Winners. Among the big strings
from the East is that brought by All
Delmone ineluding English 'bull dogs.
Irish terriers, wire-haired fox ter-
friers, and black and tans The exhi-
tsitioir will continue through the re-
attainder of the week.
Detroit Mich.. April so —The Light
Guard armory rang today wnh the
harks of hundreds of dngs, which
were placed on exhibiton there at
the annual bench show of the
Kennel club. There are 313
classes, covering almost every breed
ond variety known to fie fancier
'The total value of the prizes foots
op to $8.noo. The benches contain
exhibits from all parts of the coun-
try, even as far west ars the Pnolific
coast.
Christmas is Slain.
Mobile, Ala., April ro.--Octavioais
Gallordo, collector of customs arid
postmaster at the captured town oil
Trujillo, Spanish Hontioras, arrive&
here tcday on the steamer Belize
from Belize, Honduras. The Nicar-
aguans are now in full control of
Honduras from east to the west
coast, he said. Just as the stainer
left Belize, three days ago, a letter
was handed to M.T. Gall6rdo, statittg
that Gen. Lee Christmas, the Ameri-
can officer in the service of Hondu-
ras, had been cut to pieces by Ni-
caraguan soldiers. The letter was
very brief, and gave no details of
the fight in which Christmas was
killed
Williams—Hickman.
Hickman, Ky., April ro.—Miss Min-
Hickman and Lon Williams were




AGREED CASE AGAINST MEM-
PHIS JOCKEY CLUB TO
TEST LAW.
Indictment Charges That the Club
Permitted Betting on Races
At Its Track.
Memphis, Tenn., April to.—A true
bill of indictment was returned
against the New Memphis Jockey
club yesterday, based upon informa-
tion furn;shed by the grand jurors of
Shelby county by George C. Love,
chairman of the board of public
works of the city of Memphis, Sam
L. Barinds, secretary to the chief of
police of the city, and Fred Rozier.
The bill charges the club with vio-
lating the Foust anti-race track
gambling act recently passed by the
legislature, and specifically states
that the club permitted bets to be
made on Jaces run by horses within
the enclosure of its track on April 6.
It is recited in the body oi the in-
dictment that bets of $5 were made
by sundry persons on the several
races given at the matisoe held last
Saturday under the auspices of the
club.
lt is said by persons who are
"next" that the indictment returned
yesterday is in the nature of an
agreed case, so that the constitution-
ality of the Foust bill might be test-
ed before the supreme court at its
present sitting. When an act looking
to the abolition of race track bet-
ting was passed by the legislature of
Koos a test race meet was held at
Wischester. Term., and a suit or
prosecutien resulting thereforni suc-
ceeded in proving the measure uncon-
stitutional It is said, however, that
there is no possibility of doing away
with the preesnt bill from any tech-
nical or constitutional standpoint
AMERICAN CHURCH CONGRESS
Opens Annual Session in New Or-
leans With Good Attendance.
New Orleans, Lo, April to.—The
Church Congress of the American
Ilkpiscopal church, a great national
body of Episcopal clergymen and lay-
man, began its annual session in this
city today. The attendance is large
and represereative, and the session
promises to be of wide interest. The
formal opening took place this morn-
ing in Christ church cathedral. The
opening address was delivered by the
Right Rev. Albion W. Keight. D. D.,
bishop of Cuba. The succeeding ses-
sions of the congress will be held in
a public hall and will cc/eta:rue for
three days.
The c.ongress has no legislative
functions, but exhts for the purpose
of discuesion. Papers will be read
and addresses delivered by promi-
nent clergymen and laymen on a va-
riety of subjects
Ansong the themes set for discus-
sion are - The alleged indifference of
laymen to religion; the moral strain
in social and commercial life; the re-
striction of private fortunes by legis-
lation, and the ethical tendency of
modern fiction
Among the eminent men who have
ucrepted invitations to take part in
the discussions are August Belmont.
the New York banker: Rev. William
Austen Smith, D. D., of Milwaukee;
'Rev. Geyet R. Vandervater, of New
York: Cyrus Townsend Brady, the
well-known novelist; Gen. Thome,
James, former Postmaster-general;
Dr. P. H. Whaley, of Pensacola. and
Dr. Gnesney of Sewanee
CHURCHES IN SUIT.
Presbyterians in Missouri Figting
Over Question of Union.
Boonville, Mo., April to—The suit
brought by the union element of the
Cumberland Presbyterian Church at
Warrensburg against the anti-unton
element at' that place, was called for
trial today, having been brought here
on change of venue from Warrens-
beteg. The union element is seeking
to enjoin the anti-union element from
using the church heretofore used by
the Cumberland Presbyterians. The
suit also aims to prevent them from
i publishing and selling the confesssion
of faith of the Cumberland Pfesby-
terian ehurch and from using the
, name Cumberland Presbyterian. The
I result of the suit is awaited with
(much interest as it Involves all the
!property questions that have been
raised or ere likely to be raised in
other states. The fight will be wag-
ed by eminent counsel on both sides.
Mission Body Meets.
Illattiesburn Miss,, April io.—Many
delegates are here for the annual
meeting of the Woman's, Home Mis-
sionary society of the Mississippi
conference, M. E. church, South. The
openirsg sermon will be delivered at
the Como street Methodist church to-
night and the regular business will
be taken*. up tonight: o I
7
Early Tilghman.
Hickman, Ky.. April to.—Early
Heavy Earthquake Shock.Tilghman died at the home of his 1
uncle, W. Sartson. county assessor, Kingston, Jamaica, April 0.—There
ANOTHER DASH





Starts in June—Preparations Have
Been Under Way All Winter.
Date Not Set,
Norfolk, Va., April es—The appli-
cation of Robert E. Peary, U. S. N.,
for leave of absence for three years,
which was approved today by the
secretary of the navy, has uncovered
the fact that Commander Peary defin-
itely purposes to make another at-
tempt to reach the north pole. The
three-years' leave of absence during
which he made his famous journey
to the fartherst point north ever
reached by man-87 degrees, 67 min-
utes—expired last Sunday, and the
new leave begins at once.
Preparations for another dash to-
ward the pole have been well under
way all winter, but Commander Peary
and his associates on the Peary Arc-
tic club have been keeping secret
their action, as it was felt that it
would be a breach of courtesy if not
of discipline for the naval officer to
announce his voyage until his supe-
riors made it possible by their ap-
proval.
The order granting the leave of ab-
sence stipulates that the time is to
be devoted to Arctic exploration.
June is the month in which the
start is to be made, but the exact
day has not been settled.
"The Old World and its Ways."
Col. William Jennings Bryan an
flounces a new book of travel entitled
"The Old World and its Ways,"
which recounts his iccent tour around
the world and his journeys through
Europe. it is profusely and elegantly
illustrated with zoo artistic engrav-
ings representing men and things
seen in the various countries of the
earth during that noted journey. The
engravings are made from photo-
graphs taken by him or his party
specially for this publication. It is
the monumental literary work of his
life, and it is published under his
special personal supervision. He has,
by special contract with his publish-
ers, made tile retail prices low down
with the view to putting it within
the easy reach of every reader of
books and every man or woman who
thinks.
The book gives his experiences—
what he saw and did—whom he met
and his impressions and conclusions
He made a profound study of men
and things as he saw them in this not-
ed journey around the world. He
gives governmental, educational, re-
ligious and other conditions, from the
standpoint of a student and one pro-
foundly interested in the people of
the earth. weherver distributed.
While Col Bryan traveled as a
private citizen he west with the pres-
tige of, having made two memorable
contests for the presidency of the
United States, and he was everywhere
recognized and entertained as a great
representative American, having a
leading part in the direction of Amer.
affairs. He was given opportun-
ity for observation and for ascertain-
ing facts and conditions never before
accorded to any one traveling in pri-
vate capacity.
If one wants to see the world, and
the people who are at the head of af-
fairs in oll countries, as well as the
masses, he has in this book an oppor-
tunity of seeing them through the
eyes of Col. William Jennings Bryan.
It is sold by subscription, and the
Thompson Publishing company, of St.
Louis, Mo., are the fortunate piffilish-
ers. They offer an opportunity for
solicitors in anotherr column of this
I SLie.
More Storms Damage.
evisport News, Va.. April TO.—In a
heavy gale last night the ocean
steamship George Pyman was blown
against the schooner George Hudson,
badly damaging the Hudson. TodayI the Pyman dragged her anchor and
is now ashore off Point Breese.
The steamer Van Schuyler is re-
ported ashore off Pine Beach. About
200 coal boats on the Oyster Ground,
a few miles above the city, are re-
ported sunk or blown &shore. All
'small craft in the harbor are in dan-
ger of sinking unless the storm sub-
sides. No lives as yet have been ?'e-
ported lost.
Casupbell Starts Reforms.
Hot Springs, Ark., April to.—John
W. Campbell, formerly chief of po-
lice of St. Louis, who was appointed
to the same office in this city yes-
terday, has begun already to make
reforms in the police department
which are receiving the approbation
of people here. The Bertillon sys-
tem is to be renewed, which has serv-
ed so well in the past. It was dis-
continued some months ago on ac-
count of a split in: the detective de-
partment.
OF THE UNITED STATES
 PAUL MORTON, President. 
OILS TO THE PUBLIC THE
New Standard Life Insurace
Policy
Prescribed by the New York State Law.
THE POLICY has been framed to insure to each policyholder the fullest
protection, and every appropriate benefit.
It is UNCONTESTABLZ and .UNR/STRICTID after the frst ,'.sr.
DIVIDENDS are paid ANNUALLY. Liberal loan end surrender values are
granted. Policy payable at maturity, either in CASH or INSTALLMENTS.
Or the money may be left with the Society at. interest. Or the Insurance may
be converted into an annuity
THE COMPANY The financial strength of the Society; its promptness
and liberal dealing with the public; its many reforms; the conservatism an
economy with which its affairs are administered, guarantee to its policyholders
insurance that insures—protection that protects.
FOR. FURTHER. PARTICULARS APPLY TO
HENRY J. POWELL
Equitable Building Louisville, Kentucky
IN ALGER'S MEMORY.
Michigan Legislature Suspends Bus-
iness for Memorial Exercises.
Lansing, Mich, April to.--Business
was suspended in the Michigan leg-
islature today while memorial exer-
cises for the late Senator Alger were
held. Addresses eulogizing the life
amj character of Senator Alger and
his services as a warrior and states-
man were delivered by Senators Bur-
rows ard Smith, Governor Warner,
former Governor Rich, Don M. Dicks
inson of Detroit and several inene
hers of both branches of the legis-
lature.
Answer of $tandsrd
St. Louis. April in—The answer of
the Standard Oil Company of New
Jersey J. D. Rockefeller. Henry F
Rogers and other individual defend-
ants and about forty of the defendant
corporations to the government's
ouster suit, was filed late thee after-
noon in the United States circuit
court for the Eastern division of the
Eastern district of Missouri.
The answer was filed by counsel
and comprises a general denial of all
the charges en the bill filed for the
government and denying each para-
graph in the bill in its order. Witte(
the denial was filed a bill of excep-
tions to all other parts of the gov-
ernment's bill, comprising thirty-
seven exceptions on the grounds of
etrelevancy.
The denial and bill of exceptions
were filed with the clerk of the court
which is not in session.
The time for the hearing has not
been set, but the next term of court
will be held in St. Paul en May, and
it is considered possible the hearing
may come before the court in St!
Paul.
Arrested for Abduction.
Huntingdon, Tenn., April 9.—A
c7ereity sheriff from Dyer county ar-
rived in the arty yesterday on the
trail of a young man named Jim Ven-
able, who was accompanied by Miss
Minnie Sexton, said to be about 54
years or age. Smith is wanted on the
charges of abduction and violating
the age of consent law. He re in
addition to this a married man. The
girl was bareheaded when the couple
reached this city, arid they drove
to the country. The officer, accom-
panied by Sheriff McMillin of this
county, went out after the couple,
and they were brought in this morn-
eng and will be taken back to Dyer.
Fulton County Hoy Shot.
Hickman, Ky., April to.—The to-
year-old sem of Joe Cole was acci-
dentally killed near Water Valley. He
was riding on a wagon with his
brother. The wagon ran over the
root of a tree and the little fellow
fell off, and before his brother could
stop the team the wagon had run
two miles south of town. He was was a heavy earthquake shock here I over his arm. kg and head, breaking
brought here from Dyer, Tena., but early thie morning, but the damage' his arm and leg and crashing the
survivoi only. two days. : done has not beets fully, asentained.
GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO.
Capital stock    $100,000
Surplus.  $34,000
Interest paid on time deposits. Prompt attention given
to business intrusted to us.
G. W. ROBERTSON, Press, N. W. VAN CULIN, Cashier.
306 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.




1... ood health and this com-
bined with modern sanitary
firtwes helps to keep the doctor out
of your house- 
PorcelainF.nameled plumbing fixtures make
healthy bath rooms, are sanitary and
have a beauty all their own.
11 yea intend making bath roomnim-
taj 
r 
provements, let us show you samples of
this femous ware. We guarantee good
work, prompt service and attention no





"THIS IS MY 76TH BIRTHDAY"
—Gen. William Booth.
General William Booth, the head
of the Salvation army, who recently
traversed the American continent on
his way from England to Japan, was
born in Nottingham, April to, t82o
He was educated by a private tutor
and in 1852 he entered the ministry
of the Methodist New Connection
church. The ordinary circuit work
of this denomination was distasteful
to him and after submitting to it for
several years he withdrew in 1961 to
devote himself to evangelistic labor.
Arriving in London he was struck
by the destitute condition of the
Eastern portion of its population. and
commenced, in July, 1865, special ef-
forts in their behalf. This effort was
at first styled the Christian Mission,
but developed in 1878 into the Sal-
vation army. Since that time the or-
ganization has grown until it is now
established in 52 countries and col-
onies and maintains over zo,000 mea
and women ir the -field. In his ef-
forts to build up the Organization
General Booth was greatly aided by
his wife and family. In the course
of his work' General Booth has visit-
ed the United States and Canada half
a dozen times and has made several
.complete circuits of the globe,
UI H Y BUY HAND-ME-
El DOWN CLOTHES AT
TAILOR-MADE PRICES WHEN
YOU CAN GET REAL TAILOR-
MADE CLOTHES, MADE HERE
AT HOME. EXCLUSIVE PAT-
TERNS AND GUARANTEED TO























Blew's Pharmacy Makes Two Special RemediesWrIICH AR.E DISPENSED UPON ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE WHEILEVER SOLD
These are RED GUM COUGH SYRUP, a cure when others
fail, and BLEW'S STOMACH TABLETS, the cure for bk16-
gestion. Both coniorm to Uncle Sam's Pure Food & Drug Act
SOLD IN
PADUCAH BY LANG BROTHERS
Base Ball Season Opens
TODAY'S SCHEDULES.
American League.
Chicago as St. Louis.
41fieveland at Detroit.
• Slew York at Washington.
Boston at Philadelphia.
National League.
St. Louis at Chicago.
eittsburg at Cincinnati.
l'hiladelphia at Neu York.
.fkooklyn at Boston
New 'York, April to.—All indica-
tions point to aggressive and well
contested campaigns of the Ameri-
can and National baseball leagues.
thet opening games of which take
place tomorrow. Every move which
will be made on the playing field
this simmer will be with a purpose
by ea-h team, but especially among
the Eastern organizations, to beat
the leaders at any cost. Conditions
have an shaped themselves) by the vio.
',ley of the two club sot Chicago last
fall, one in the American league and
on• in the National league, and the
4 latimate victory of the American
'tagtie leans over that of the National
League for the world's championship,
that all of the baseball intelligence
•of the East is to be thrown into a
struggle to wrest supremacy in the
national sport from the West.
Is both leagues, from the cham-
pion Chicanos down to the tail-end
Roston., all the teams apparently
have been materially strengthened.
The Giants have shaken up their in-
field, with the hope that they may
cut off some of those "chop-ground-
ere which were being batted by the
Chicago Nationals last year in dose
%tames The Highlanders have added
pitchers who are supposed to be pro-
ficient in curve balls, that they may
fool the weaker batters of the Chi-
cago Americans this summer. The
Boston American league club appears
to be itemoralized, but efforts are
being made to strengthen it. A
change of ownership in the Boston
National league club has to a large
extent changer the personnel of the
?earn, and as it stands today% it ill
more formidable than it was lot
year Both Philadelphia league clubs
have been strengthened. Brooklyn
Woes the field confident of winning
more games from Chicago this seas-
on than last. The Western clubs,
on the other hand, are in excellent
shape and prepared to give the East
a hard tussle for honors.
With the beginning of the pennant
neasion some facts and figures con-
cerning previous race( in the two
big leagues are timely. The Tate
this year will be the thirty-eighth an-
nual tussle of the National league,
and the eighth annual campaign of
the American league.
Since its inception in i876 there
have been 32 cities to hold member-
ship at one time or another in the
National league. Chicago and Bos-
tem were charter members of the Na-
tional league and are the only two
that have held membership contin-
uously since 1976. The Boston% in
32 years have won eight pennants. In
teci6 they finished last for the first
time The Chicago% have won sev-
en pennants and have finished last
but once. That was in 51377, when
there wcre only five clubs in the Na-
tional league.
The list of citiec that have been
National league members is as fol-
lows: Chicago, Hartford, St. Louis,
Boston, Louisville, Philadelphia, Cin-
cinnati, Providence, Indianapolis,
Milwaukee, Buffalo, Syracuse. Cleve-
land, Troy, Worcester Detroit, Kan-
nu City, Washington, Pittsburg,
Brooklyn, Baltimore and New York.
The circuit has ranged in size from
c:ties to twain%
The cities that have been compon-
•ent parts of the American league in
the seven years of its existence are
Chicago, Milwaukee. Indianapolis,
Detroit, Kansas City. Cleveland, Buf-
falo, Minneapolis, Philadelphia, Bal-
timore, St. Louis, Boston and New
York. Boston and Philadelphia have
each won the pennant twice and Chi-
cago three tim)es.
Tail-enders in the American league
have been St. Louis once Milwaukee
once: Minneapolis, once; 'Boston,
once; Baltimore, once and Washing-
ton twice. All American league cir-
cuits have been of eight cities. 'All
of the championship percentages
have been in the .600s, showing the
even strength of the organization.'
Only Chicago and Boston have
won pennants in bot leagnee. Of
present big league cities, Cleveland.
St. Louis and Washington have not
won a pennant in either major or-
ganizati0111. Willakiagton. St Louis
and &town are the only cities that
have finished last in both the Am-
erican and the National league.
The schedule of each league pro-
vides for a season of 154 games. In
the American league the Western
clubs will close in the East on Oct.
5 In the National league the clos-
ing date is the same, with Chicago
at St. Louis, Pittsburg at Cincinnati,
New York at Philadelphia, and Brook
lyn at Boston.
SOUTHERN LEAGUE OPENS
Memphis, Tenn., April to.—"Play
ball" iv the cry today in four cities
of the Southern league, while in the
other four cities making up the cir-
cuit the face have their eyes on the
bulletin boards waiting for the first
returns in the pennant race of '07.
Today's opening games were played
as follows: Little Rock at Memphis;
hfiantgomery at Atlanta; Birming-
ham at Nashville and Shreveport at
New Orleans. The season's schedule
calls for teo games, to close with the
weatern clubs in the cast on Sept te.
[SPORTING NOTES
Manager Henry Berry says he will
leave no stone unturned to mabe the
Los Anegeles team a winner in the
Coast league.
Mike McAndrews has signed with
the Waterbury, Comm., league club.
Mike played with the same club last
season.
Manager Frank Selee of the Paeblo
club in the Western league, has sign-
ed fire six-foot slab artists.
Oakland. Cal., is to have a new
baseball perk this summer. This will
bring to Oakland the games that it
was thought the home team would
have to play in San Francisco.
Pitcher Jade Cronin, Shortstop
Rock and Outfielder Poland are the
only members of last year's Provi-
&see Eastern league club who will
play with the "Clam Diggers" this
season
The circuit of the Empire State
league this season comprises Auburn,
Seneca Falls, Geneva, Oswego, Ful-
ton and Lyons, all in New oYrk.
The Alexandria team in the Gulf
Coast league hold. the honor of
beating the White Sox (No. 2) by a
score of 7 to 2
Charlie Buelow, who managed a
team last season in the Three-I
league, will play first base for the
Evansville dub in the Cestral league
this year.
The Canadian Baseball League
will have five cities this season. Que-
bec, Levis, Montreal. tlational Ana
Rock aty.
Wiley nett will pitch for the Aug-
usta South Atlantic league team this
SelLOOO.
The Shreveport club of the South-
ern league has traded Powell and
Jeffries to the Decatur, Ill., club for
Levee.
Now that the troubles of the
Youngstown dub have been settled
everything looks rosy for a good
season in the Ohio asd Pennsylvania
league. • •
Catcher Raub, last year with Mon-
treal, has signed with the Lancaster
club of the Tri-State league.
Edward Wheeler will manage the
ESenver Western League club this
season. Eddie will cover third base
for his team.
Barnes-Barney Wedding.
New York, April to—Another was
added to the list of notable spring
weddings today, when Miss Katharine
Barney became the bride of Cortland
Dixon Barnes. The ceremony was
performed at the Park avenue home
of the bride's parents, Mc. and NfTS‘
Charles Tracy Barnes. Miss Barnes'
cousin,..Miss Dorothy Whitney, a
daughter of the late William C. Whit-
ney, was the -maid of honar, and the
bridesmaids were Miss Sarah P.
Barnes, a sister of the bridegroom;
Miss Jean Reid, Miss Anita Peabody,
and Miss Cornelia Harriman. Mr.
Barnes had his brother, Henry 'B.
Barnes, Jr., as his best man.
Wedding at Jefferson Barracks,
St. Louis, Mo., April to.—At Jeffer-
son barracks today Miss Catharine
Luhn, daughter of Major and Mrs.
Luhn, formerly of Spokane, Wash,.
was married to Lieut. James Fachtet,
U S. A. A feature of the wedding
was a brilliant military reception.
Fachtet and his bride will de-
part for the Philippine*.
Southern League Standing.
W. L Pc.
Atlanta  0 I .000
Birmingham t o 1,000
Yesterday's Results,
Birmingham, 7; Atlanta, 4.
Games Today.
Little Rock at Memphis.
Birmingham at Nashville.
Montgomery at Atlanta.
Shreveport at New Orleans.
One more sale has been announced
by Manager Babb. He has let Henry
Schulz go to Meridian, Miss., for a
money consideration. Babb believes
that Scholz is an undeveloped pbe-
nom and says he regretted turning
him loose, but had no place for him
on the club. Schnlz will stay over
today to see his Memphis pals play
the opening game and will join Merid-
ian tomorrow in time for the opening
game of the season.
The Cotton States League opening'
will be a gala event in Jackson, Mo-
bile and Meridian, where the initial
clashes will take place Thursday.
Elaborate preparations are being
made in these towns, street parades
being in order everywhere. The
Columbus team opens in Jackson,
Vicksburg goes to Meridian and













Wake Forest College vs. Oak
Ridge at Wake Forest, N. C.
Ursinns College vs. Mercersburg
Academy at ?dercersburg, Pa.
Dartwouth College vs. Naval
Cadets at Annapolis, Md.
George Washington University vs.
,Nsorth Carolina A. & M. at Raleigh,
NC.
University of North Carolina vs.
Virginia Polytechnic Institute at
Chapel Hill, N. C.
Knox College vs. Burlington Iowa
League team at Galesburg, Ill
Chicagoan Gets Gas Franchise.
Freeport, Ill., April 51.—C. E Greg-
ory of Chicago received a franchise
for a gas company to supply gas at
at per inoo after an alluight session
of the council in a bitter fight.
LUMBERMEN IN ROW
Over Testimony of John H. Kirby
In Bailey Investigation,
Houston, Tex., April I0.—A stir-
ring -ensation was narrowly averted
today at the session of the Lumber-
men's association of Texas. Certain
testimony given by John H. Kirby,
of Austin, during the legislative inves-
tigation of United States Senator
Bailey's official conduct with regard
to the readmission of the Waters-
Pierce Oil company to Texas, in
tom after having been outlawed by
the courts, was considered to place
the onus for the prevailing high
price of !amber to the consumer to
retail dealers. Ever since that time
Mr. Kirby has not been in high favor
with the retailers.
Today, shortly before the adjourn-
ment for the day, Editor Dexter, of
the Texas Banker, which is published
at Dallas, rose asked the convention
for information as to who is really
responsible for the high price of lum-
ber. Immediately W. B. Brazleton,
a retail dealer of Waco, sprang to
his feet and denied that the retailer
is responsible, and charged Mr. Kir-
by with not saying enough in is
testimony by saying too much.
Schooner Lawson Sighted.
Norfolk, Va., April to.—The seyen-
masted schooner Thomas W. Law-
son,petroleum laden, which became
separated in The late storm from the
tug Paul Jones, towing heir from
Sabine Pass, Tex., to Marcus Hook,
Pa.. was 9eghted today off the North
Carolina coast under her own sails,
making fair time and apparently safe.
To Improve Waterworks.
Atlanta, Ga., April TO.—At a spec-
ial election held here today the prop-
osition to issue $350,000 worth of
bonds for the improvement of the
Atlanta water plant was carried by
sixty-two votes more than the neci.q=
sary two-thirds of all voles Cut
CONVICTED OF
WOMAN'S MURDER
MRS. LESLIE, THE ACTRESS,
WAS THE VICTIM OF
TWO MEN.
Howard Nicholas Gets Life and His
Alleged Accomplice, Leopold,
Is Give la Years.
Chicago, Ill., April to—Howard
Nicholas and Leonard Leopold were
today convicted of the murder of Mrs.
Macgaret Leslie, the actress. Nich-
olas was sentenced to life imprison,
tarot, while Leopold was given a 14-
year term in prison. Robbery iu said
to have been the motive for the
crime.
On the morning of Oct. is, last,
the dead body of Mrs. Leslie was
found in her room at the Palace ho-
tel, with lars undergarment tide
around her neck. The room was fill-
ed with gas, which came from an
open jet. A verdict of suicide by
gas poisoning was rendered by a
coroner's jury. This finding, however
did not meet the approval of the
woman's father, Marvin P. Woody,
of South Bend, Ind, who demanded
that the case be reopened.
Nicholas, who Ind been connected
with Mrs. Leslie in several theatri-
cal ventures, and/ who also lived at
the Palace hotel, was arrested as a
suspect.
Under what he alleged later to
have ben sweatbox methods, he made
a confession to the police, in whicli
he implicated Leopold. He admitted
having killed Mrs. Leslie in order to
rob her of her diamonds'. In the con-
fession he laid the burden of the
crime on Leopold.
Some of the diamonds which had
belonged to Mrs. Leslie were found
;iti the possession of Nicholas and
Leopold.
NOVEL EXHIBITION.
Fair Under Auspices of Missionary
Society in Edisigburgh.
Edinburgh, April to.—A mission-
ary exhibition, 'probably this most
notable affair of its kind that has
ever been given anywhere, opened
in Music Hall in this city today un-
der the auspices of the London M5s-
sionary society. The great hall has
been divided into six courts, repre-
sentative of India, China, Africa, New
Guinea, Madagascar and South Sea
Islands The display comprises sev-
eral thousand exhibite illustrative of
the industries, arts, religions customs
and superstitions of heathen lands.
In a separate room there are to be
seen a Chinese opium den, a Chinese
guest room, Indian zenana. native
market in Madagascar, African vil-
lage, idol shrines and a large model
of the steamship John Williams, the
missionary ship of the South Sea rit
lands, manned by a crew of sailor
boys. During the ten days the exht
bition will continue there will be an
interesting series of missionary tab-
leaux and lectures.
MANY PROMINENT MEN
Are in Pittsburg for Dedication of
Carnegie Institute Today.
•
Pittsburg, Pa., April to.—Never be-
fore in their history have the Pitts-
burg hotels been called upon to reg-
ister the names of so many men of
world-wide fame a% has been the case
during the past twenty-four hours
Page after page of the hotel regis-
ters have been filled. with the flames
of noted statesmen, writers, artists,
editors and 'kings or finance and in-
dustry, all .of whom have come to
attend the dedication tomorrow and
Friday of the new building of the
Carnegie institute. While scores of
noted guests are staying at the ho-
tels, many others are being entertain-
ed by private families. During the
remainder of the week there will be
a succession of receptions, dinners
and banquets in honor of the dis-
tinguished visitors.
Bootlegger Captured.
Hickman, Ky., April to.—Last
night Sheriffs Seat and Johnson and
Policeman Hamby- went to Blue Pond
seven miles below town, and strrpria-
ed ohn bunch, a bootlegger. Bunch
had been selling whisky for a long
time, and an indictirtnt against him
was gotten out some time-ago, but
he successfully evaded the officers.
He tried a little gun play, and as a
result came near getting shot,. but
h, was overpowered and disarmed
and brought to town; He was put








OFFICE 306 B'WY PHONEI385
FOR SALE
A brand new home, just completed, front porch with large col-
umn, back perch lamcied in. Reception HIM Parlor, Large Bed
Room,, Dining Room, Hitches Two Closets in Bed Room, One
Kitchen Pantry, Porcelain Kitchen Sink and Water Located as
lot secertio feet.
MTRACIEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATZD.




Capital . I  $230,000.00
Surplus and Undi-




Total . . r . $560,000.00
Total Resources . $985,03.23
DIRF,CTORS
W. F. Bradshaw, J. A. Baer, Louis F. Kalb, H.
A. Petter, C. F. Rieke, Muscoe Barnett, Coo. C.
Thompson, President; T. J. Atkins, Vice-Pret.;
Ed. L. Atkins, Cashier.
GROUND IN PLOW
HAS COME TO STAY
:• (IS 1.7 • •
WHY? It's up-to-date canstruction a nd the scientific principle wen which
it is built, gives it ITNICHGTH, DURABILITY AND LIGHTNESS
OF DRAFT, which when once trio d gains for it friends and patrons.
For sale, both one and two-hone slam. by
I Bonds , Powell









At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
1:0
1tES E. WILHELM, President
OHN WILHELM Treasurer
BERT S. WILHELM, Secretary
Entered at the Postoffice of Padu-
cah. Ky., as second-class mail matter.
ern reporter is an ambassador to all
the powers that be if without the
purple of his office. He is the con-
fidant of the great, but must keep
his trust as a matter of course and
with no special ghatiefulness from
anybody. Ile is the daily companion
of the mighty, but must put on no
'lugs.' He is patronized by his in-
tellectual inferiors, but must give no
sign of his in.artydom to the superior-
ity of ignorance. The glory that he
makes for others is not for him. He
must rest tameless, nameless and con-
tent.
S5-00 When the two telegraph
Six Months  2-541
Three Months




Anyone fading to receive this paper
regularly should report the Metter to
The Regisrer office at once. Tele-
phone Curtiberland 318.
Thursday Morning, April IT, zgos.
•
The Silent Liar.
The silent liar received a jolt at
the hands of the lower house in
the Tennessee legislature yesterday,
and at the same time some of the
tnembrs did not mince any words in
the discussion. The home passed a
bill by the vote of 59 to 12 making
it unlawful for electric or gas light-
ing companies to charge meter rent
and also prohibiting "minimum"
charges ohich would enable the com-
panies to evade the provisions of the
bill.
In the account of the passage of
the bill the Nashvville Banner says:
"The next special order ssas the
house bill to make it unlawful for
electric or gas light companies to
charge meter rent.
"Mr.. Marr moved to amend by pro-
hibiting minimum charges so as to
prevent evasion of the provisions of
the bill. Adopted.
"Mr. Marr ex;lained the purpose
of the bill and favored its passage as
an important measure. Mr. Lane said
this bill would force a return in the
smaller towns to the old flat rates.
lie said it might be a good measure
for the cities. Mr. Cummings said
meters were simply put in as a sort
of graft. No one knows how to read
them, and even the companies putting
them in don't read them right. These
meters are bigger liars than men.
He said you may shut up your house
all summer, and your bill will be as
large as if the Malin had Ma the
whole while. It is just as reasonable
as to charge meter rent.
"Mr. Garnett moved to amend by
excluding towns of aamo population
and under. Tabled.
"Mr. Jackson moved to amend by
providing for a maximum meter rent
of to cents per month. Tabled.
"The bill was then passed--ayes,
5o. noes, 12. A motion to reconsider
was tabled."
The fact 'of the business is all cur-
rent and gas !meters are unreliable
and no rite knetwe it better than the
companiee ring them. It is a fact
that in ersne establishments where
the live at electrical current and gas
• is practically the same each and every
month during the year that meters
register a consumption each month
that varies as high as too per cent.
To illustrate, there are records of
meter registering Us in one month
and the very next month $24 and the
next $26, and each month the amount
in dollars and cents hover about those
figures, then comes a month where
the bill drops to $7 or $8. Now who
-gets the hot end of it? The con-
sumer Whee the bill soars .up to
about $40. or the company when it
drops to about $1o. The same ser-
vice cannot be $4o one month and $10
daring another monfb and if the
meters vary that much in furnishing
the same kind of service for the same
period of time, then common sense
at once suggelts that the molts
have lied. Louisville is attempting
to solve the gas problem by the adop-
tion of the double meter system, that
is to have the gas for each house an
•flow through two meters side by side,
the one to act as a check Oft the
other. The nearest solution to the
whole probkm is 'for each city to
exercise supervision over all meters
and to test them at regular intervals,
or at the expense of the consumer or
Company when either thinks. they are
not registering properly.
The Baltimore News.pays the fol-
lowing tribute to thr American re-
porter:
"By some tradition as old as print-
ing the man who writes must have
other than a pecuniary motive. Pyr-
haps- the idea would spoil the man
who lives by his pen to be fat and
sleek. Big pay would exterminate
t!'e %I the same, the mod
f
companies
granted the operators and other em-
ployes an increase of to per cent in
wages a few weeks ago telegrams
were sent to every newspaper in the
country and the messenger boys de-
livered the dispatches in a hurry be-
cause the companies felt that the
newspapers would appreciate a piece
of news.' Two weeks later the tele-
graph companies raised the rates for
messages 25 per cent. to so per cent
but no special telegrams were sent
to the newspapers about that piece
of news—they learned it early enough
in due course of time.
While the Chicago police depart-
ment is regarded as corrupt, and no-
toriously so, yet it must be said to
the credit of the men that the world
does not seem to be wide enough to
enable a murderer to successfully
evade them.. Almost daily the news-
papers of that city contain accounts
of the arrest or the conviction of a
murderer, many of whom fled the
country, yet their movements were
traced from city to city and from
country to country until finally- they
were landed in the toils of the law
A CALL
Mr. Jack Cole:
Your many friends in the Fourth
ward request you to allow us to use
your name as a candidate for council-
man from the Fourth ward. in the




Realizing that Mr. Henry F Mc-
Gee of the Sixth ward of our city of
Paducah is a sinton pure democrat
and a citizen particularly well qua-
fled to fill the office of councilman.
We take this method of making an
'earnest request that he enter the racefor the nomination for that positionby the democratic primary election to







Sarah Roberta, White, Charged With
Stealing II5 From James Downs—
Joe Nemo Used Bad Lan-
guage, so Charged.
Deputy Sheriff Pitts of Newbern.
Tenn., arrived here last evening at 4
o'clock from Calvert City. Ky., and
placed his prisoner, Jack Satterfield,
a white haired man of 65 years of
age, in the city lockup for. safekeep-
ing. until 3:45 o'clock this morning
when the deputy proceeded on to
Nedbern with his man.
Satterfield is an old man and is
charged with committing a nameless
offense on a cow near Newbern Feb-
ruary 26, 1906. He left that section
and was arrested yesterday at Calvert
City by Deputy Sheriff Pitts who had
requisition papers for the accused in
order to carry Satterfield hack to
Tennessee.1
Charged With Stealing Money.
I Sarah Roberts. white, was arrestedby Officers Hill and Rogers yester-
day on the charge of staeling $5
• from James Downs, the marble yard
Iman of West Trimble street. Downs
had collected $5 and laid it on the
desk at his office, when the Roberts
woman entered the place on business.
accompanied by Lillie Stevenson.
Downs stepped in another room of
the building for a moment, and re-
turning found the money gone. The
Stcysnson woman claims the Roberts
female got the coin.
Insulting Language.
Joe Nemo, white, was arrested yes-
terday by Officers Hill and Rogers
on 'the charge of 'using insulting and
abusive language towards Samuel
(Nubs) Hollan. ' Nemo, works for
Charles Warren. the paint contractor
who refuses to sign up with the
union painters. Hollan called Nemo
a "scab" and the latter used some
very strong language in paying his
return respects to Haan.
The Family Resort is he Tennessee
Electric 'Theatre -
O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 mRo  HARRImAti
cf THIS DAY IN HISTORY. 0
0
O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
APRIL 11.
16o6—King James I. issued two
land patents foo the "First and Sec-
ond Colonies" in North America.
1741—Prussians defeated the Aus-
trians at the battle of Molwitz.
1755—Hahnemante founder of hom-
eopathy, born. Died July 2, 1843.
1805—Bey of Algiers declared war
against Spain.
1814--French defeated by Welling-
ton at battle of Toulouse.
1830—Pres:dent Bustamente, of
Mexico. forbade further instnigration
from U. S.
1841—Halifax, N. S., incorporated
as a city.
1854—France and England signed
a treaty for the defence of the Ot-
toman. empire.
1875—Paul Boynton made unsuc-
cessful attempt to swim English
channel.
1892—Six thousand houses destroy-
ed by fire ia Tokio, Japan.
1804—President Cleveland issued
the Bering Sea proclamation.
1895—American Line steamship St.
Paul launched at Philadelphia.
toot—Civil jurisdiction in Trans-
vaal inaugurated.
1903—Moro fort, at Bacolod, Phil-
ippines, captured by American sol-
diers-.
1905—American Ambassador, Joe-
eph H. Choate, elected a Bendier of






Remains of Mr. A. P. Travis Have
Never Arrived Here Prom
Arkansas—Mrs. Rollins Buried.
Word from Hinkleville is that
Mrs. Earnhardt passed away of in
firnaities incidental to advanced age.
after a lingering illness. She was
one of the best known Christian
women of that vicinity and had many
Paducah friends who hear with deep
regret news of her dissolution
She was seventy-two years of age
and a master of Mr Alfred Shelby,
the well known farmer of that neigh-
borhood.
The funeral occurs today
Body Never Came Hers.
Word arrived here several days
ago that MT. A. P. Travis, who was
killed and robbed at Little Rode
Ark., would be brought here for bur-
ial, but since then no message ha1
arrived as to when the body will be
expected, or what decision bat been
made. He was. killed Sunday, hence
it is probable relatives decided to
have the interment there or at Mem-
phis. He managed the branch plant
for the Three States Milling Company
at Pondrille, Ark.
Itarneins Arrived Here.
Yesterday morning the bbdy of
Mrs. Wm. Rollins arrived from •St.
Louis and vras taken to the home of
her sister-in-law, Mrs. Emma Reh-
hop( of Fifth and Monroe streets,
where at 3 o'clock :n the afternoon
the funeral services were conducted
by Dr. W. E. Cave, with interment
following at Oak Grove cemetery.
Built Paducah Sidewalks.
Word from Evansville, Ind., is that
last Saturday Captain Harry Baldwfri
was on the roof of the Evansville
electric company. when he touched
a wire that sent 13.000 volts of elec-
tricity through his both'. It is won-
derful he was not killed outright, but
regaining consciousness, he lived until
Monday when he died, his arm hav-
ing 'been amputated in attempts to
save him. He was 46 years old, born
in Cincinnati where his father is a
wealthy stave man, and for years
managed the river interests of the
stave company. Sixteen years ago he
located in Evansville, was superin-
tendent of the Evansville. Ohio and
Green River Transportation com-
pany, hut six years ago acquired an
interest in the Anchor Roof and Pav-
ing company, of which he became
sole owner last year. He is the gen-
tleman who three years ago con-
structed the concrete sidewalks on
both sides of Betradway between
Fifth and Ninth in Paducah, and
along many other equares, this con-
tract keeping him for many monthsin this city where he had hunareds
of friends and proved himself a fine
gentleman.
Japs Buy Electric Plant.
New York, April ro.—Announce-
ment is made today that. the Qil
Paper company of Tokio has places*
million dollar order for electrical'
equipment with the General Electric
company to be completed and shipped
to Japan within six months.. The
machinery ordered comprises, be-
sides the motor equipment for the
paper-making machinery, a water
power electric pia" which will be






Railway Magnate Refused to An-
swer Questions and Will Now
Answer in Court.
Washington, April to.—According
to a decision reached by the inter-
state commerce commission today E.
H. Harriman will be made to appear
in a United States circuit court in
the state of New York to answer to
proceedings to be instituted to com-
pel him to answer certain questions
which he refused to answer when he
was on the stand at the recent hear-
ing by the commission in New York.
Numerous conferences have been
held on this subject by the members
of the commission in anticipation of
this action, which will be brought as
soon as special council can prepare
the case for submission to the court.
The hearing at which Mr. Harri-
man appeared was held in the latter
part of February and it was in con-
nection with certain transactions of
the Union Pacific that •Mr. Harriman
on advice of counsel refused to an-
swer the questions put to him, It
was brought out in the testimony
that the Union Pacific owned a large
amount of Southern Pacific stock.
Mr. Harriman was asked whether
any, and if so, how much of that
stock, belonged to himself, whan he
bought it and how much he paid for
it, but he declined to answer the
question.
Another question which he refused
to answer and upon which the com-
mission desires light was whether or
not any of the directors o fthe Un-
ion Pacific were interested in the
sale of certain shores of stock in the
New York Central railroad at the





JUDGE L. D. HUSBANDS
THROWN TO PAYMENT
WITH MUCH FORCE.
Mr. Charles Sugars Quit. IU At
Home on Harahan Boulevard--
Mrs. Fowler Returns Today.
Judge L. I). Husband, the veteran
attorney, is confined at his residence
on Tenth and Jefferson streets with
ipjuries caused by stumbling and fall-
ing upon the brick sidewatk by his
office on South Fourth near Wash-
ington street. His right side hurts
hint intensely, while the right cheekis painfully cut.
The judge is eighty-three years of
age and of enormous frame. He was
walking towards his office about 3
o'clock yesterday afternoon when the
toe of his shoe struck an upraised
brick with great force. Chief James
Collins of the police force was near-
by. and rushing qver assisted the
judge to his feet and took him to
the office, from whence he was im-
mediately sent to his residence in
carriage.
His check was badly cut and blood
flowed freely from the gash,, but he
suffers the most pain from Isis right
sidle, on which he landed.
Seriously Ill.
Mr. Charles Sugars, the we'
knoan young railroader for the Illi-
nois Central. is confined with a
severe attack of diabetes at the resi-
dence of his parents, conductor and
Mrs. Samuel Sugars of Harahan
boulevard. He is one of Paducah's
popular and fine young men whose
friends regret his dangerous condi-
tion. He took sick only a few days
41'0.
Returns Horne Today.
Mrs Saunders A. Fowler will re-
turn this morning from St. Louis
where lOie went to consult Dr. Green,
the great specialist, kegarding her
eye, the sight of which she lost last
week. Word from St. Louis is that
the specialist does not hold out much
encouragement for restoration of the
sight, but he nut Mrs. Fowler under
treatment. It seems that a speck
covers the center of the pupil of the
eye and prevents her from seeing
except from the edge of the pupil
and this only affords a blurred vision.
Mr. Charles Kirchoff„ the grocerand baker, is suffering from painkil
body isruises, caused by another in
a larger yelaicle crashing into and
ovreckit4,his small raabout several
days ago.
Primary At Mayfield.
May-fieldi Ky., April to.—In the
democratic primary to select nome-
nees for city council the result was:
First ward, W. E. Norman and Jack
Lewis; second wand, Ed Skinner and
E. G. Pristoe; third ward. Claude
Parkhill and Jim MciCeel,
reporter since 18g3.
Three grand trustees were elected
as follows: A. P. Hagemeyer, of Cov-
ington; Thomas D. Osborne and
Joseph Scheffier, both of Louisville.
A. J. Hess, of Columbus, and A.
P. Hagemeyer, of Covington, were
elected supreme representative and
Jacob Fishback and Thomas D. Os- ,
borne, both of Louisville, wire
elected supreme alternates.
Former Grand Dictator Jacob Fish-
back announced the appointment of
the following grand officers to serve
during the ensuing year: -
Graad chaplain, Andrew Offutt. of
Lebanon; grand sentinel, William
Schaeffer, of Louisv;11e; grand guard.
Charles Biricie. of Louisville, and
grand guardian, B. F Thornton. of
Owensboro.
The following viconmittees
appointed to terse during the
ing year:
Appeals and Grievances—J. P.
Pierce, P. J. Beckenbach and Thomas
Dennigan.
Returns—Peter Fo-nwein, C
Williams and George Heilman.
State of the Order—R. J. Tarsin,
Oscar Kahn and J. W. Tracy.
Laws and Supervisions—A P.
Hagemeyer, Joseph Scheffier and
Thomas D. Osborne
To Mrs. C. F. Shallcross of Louis-
ville, fell the honor of being the
first woman to be admitted to the
Grand Lode, of Kentucky, Knight!
and Ladies of Honor, when she not
only was made a member, but also
was elected grand assistant dictator
of the lodge. Mrs. Shallcross hie
been prominently identified with the
work of the order for many years
and attended the annual session' as
the representative of LoyalLodge,
No. 3143. It V/ ITO because of her
efficient arid untring work in the in-
terest of the order that the distinc-
tion was conferred upon her. A
bigger surprise was in store for Mrs.
Shallcross when the elecction of
grand officers was held She was
unanimously chosen to be th- grand
assistant dictator.
The other officers of the lodge
spoke in glowing terms of Mrs.
Shallcross' work during her connec-
tion with Loyal Lodge. They re-
ferred to her as a woman deserving






here to attend the
the Grand I/WV
of Kentucky for the United Order of
Golden Cross which convenes this
morning at 8-30 o'clock at the Red
Men's hall on North Fourth street,
and the delegates believe they can
finish the business by this evening.
On opening today the following
program will be carried out:
C. B. Hatfield, Paducah, will be
master of ceremonies.
Music, instrumental, Otis Mc-
Loughlin.
Invocation, the Rev. C. M. Thomp-
son, First Baptist church.
Address of welcome, Mayor D. A.
Yeiser.
Music.
Response, R. A. Barnes, G. C.
Louisville.
The public will be welcomed at the
opening exercises mentioned above,
but after that the body goes into
secret session, as the business is of
a nature private to all except affili-
ates. Much businesss will be up, in-
cluding designation of what officers
shall serve for the ensuing two years,
while there will be named the Ken-
tucky representatives to the national
lodge session at Jamestown during
May.
. This afternoon's meetinppens pt
2 o'clock, and tonight's 745 rsieliock.
This evening the members and their
families attend, Jackson's band furn-
ishes music, while the following pro-
gam will be adhered .to:
Installation of °thaws.
Piano duet, Misses Nell Piper and
May Bonds.
Address, "Our Order," W'. R.
Cooper, Knoxville, Tenn., S. K. R.
Vocal 4010, Miss Car,rie Ham.






ON IMPORTANT COMMITTEES /
•
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF HONOR GRAND LODGE MEETING
AT LOUISVILLE WAS LARGELY ATTENDED—THE UNITED
ORDER OF GOLDEN CROSS OPENS ITS STATE GATHER-
ING HERE TODAY—MASONIC BODIES HOLDING SPECIAL
MEETINGS TO DISPOSE OF ACCUMULATED BUSINESS.
Messrs. Oscar Kahn and Eli G.
Boone have returned from Louisville
whore they attended the state meet-
ing of the Kentucky Grand Lodge of
Knights and Ladies of Honor which
finished its session there Tuesday
night, before adjourning naming
Louisville as the place for holding
the 1908 gathering.
The meeting was an itnusually in-
teresting one and participated in by
about seventy-five representatives
from the lodges over the common-
wealth. Messrs. Kohut and Mr. Peter
J. Beckenbach of this city were both
placed on important committees.
The officers chosen to serve during
the coming twelve months were:
Grand dictator, Judge J. W. Wil-
son, of Madisonville; grand vice dic-
tator, Edward Dreier, of Louisville;
grand assistant dictator, Mrs. C. E.
Shallcross, of Louisville; grand treas-
urer, T. E. Dennis, of Louisville;
grand reporter, A. J. Hess, of Colum-
bus. Mr. Hess has served as grand , • Attention Sk Knights.
Paducah Conwnandery No. ii K. T.
will meet in special conclave in their
asylum. "Fraternity building," this
evening at 7 rielords sharp, for the
parposc of conferring the (der. of
Red Cross and Temple Sojourning.
Knights Welcome.
GEO. 0. INGRAM, Coen.
FRED ACK ER, Rec.
Adah Erazelton and Mr. Will Rea-
dick.
Recitation, Mr. Joseph Deshorger.
Vocal solo, Mr. Richard Scott.
Character stump speech, Mr. Mr
Brazeltou.
The Masonic Bodies.
The applications for Initiates' and
other work is crowding upon the
Masonic orders of this city, in suck
voluminous quanities that the lodges
find it necessary to hold called SP-
sions in order to dispose of ths. bus.
ness. Last night the Paducah lodge
of Masons gathered at the Fratern-
ity building and conferred the Vaster
Mason degree on candidttes, while
tonight the Knights Templar coin-
mandcry meets in extra session for
the same object. Tomorrow niglit •
Plain City lodge holds a called gath- 4
ering to confer the first and second
degrees on candidates.
Sir
NEWS OF THE RIVERS.
.1The steamer City of Memphis de-
parted for the Tennessee river last
evenieg and remains up that watt 7-
way until next Monday night.
, The Joe Fowler comes in today 1
from Evansville and stares at once
on her return that way.
The John S. Hopkins oent to
Evansville yesterday and comes back
tOMOUOW.
This morning at eight o'clock the
steamer Deck Fowler departs for
Cairo and comes back tonight.
The Buttorff went to Nashville yes-
terday and comes back Sunday. when
she then lcs until Monday befoo-
getting out for Clarksville
The steamer Kentucky ei,mcs out
of the Tennessee river late tonight
and stays here until Saturday after
noon at five o'clock before getting
away in her return to that stream s
The Peters Lee left Ciaannabe le•-
terday and reaches hare Sunday
bound dowel for Memphis.
The Georgia Lee passes up to-
morrow bound from Memphis to Cm
cornati.
The City of Saltillo arrived at Si
Louis early this morning and eis ex-
pected to leave there tomorrow after-
noon on her return this way for the
Tennessee river.
Hanged Ilionsitlf.
Ashland, Ky. April to.-4..fil J D
Caudill, a promisient and wealthy citi
zen committed suicide at his home at
Grayson by halving. Ms's. Caqdill
had been down town shopping and on
her return home found the lifeless
body of he rhusband swinging .from
a rafter in an outbuilding. Col.
Caudill was a native of Virginia and
commanded a redolent in the confed-
erate army during the civil war He
was 76 years of age and had long 4
been prominent in the politics of
Northern Kentucky No cause i.




ney-General N. B. Hays has filed a
Suit, partaking of the nature of a
manadamus, aga nst the Southern Pa-
cific company and Harry T. Weaver,
S. S. Hite, John C. Pierce, George
W. Check, George Ilinesley. C. T.
Hill, Emory Lowe nd H. R. Benard,
the members of the board of shpervis-
ors for 1906, seeking to compel the
board to reassemble and assess the
company on a valuation of $93,000acion
instead of $500.000 for that year.
It is alleged that County Assessor
ilenson 0. Herr fixed the assessment
of the company at $5o,000.ocio and
that the board reduced the valuationto $5coomo. This action is character-
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THE Sale of Suits at wonderfully
A large reductions is in progress
Throughout* this Entire Week.
Also Ten Der cent. Discounts on









MRS. A. S. DABNEY ENTER-
TAINS THE MAGAZINE
CLUB TODAY.
The Kalesophic Club Gathers Tomor-
row Morning With Miss Helen
Hills—Other Social
Matters.
Miss Nellie DeMarque Gibbs. the 
 pianist. and Mrs. Ann Rentz, the Ma- 
 Ipersonator, appear this evenintrat the
• • WOMAN SHOT BUD NANCE , will be greeted bby an immense audi-Testh street Christian church. and
' ence. the public being welcomed. Thu
programme will be:
1. A Spoken Song  selected
2. Pasquinade  Gottschalk
3. Two Scenes From "Ben Hue"..
 Lew Wallace
4. Rustle of Spring  Sinding
5 Sweet Girl Gradhate 
 Paoline Phelps
6. (a) Columbine  Gerrit Smith
(b) Romance  Schnecker
7. Littlest Girl ....Richard H. Davis
8. Medley  Selected
9. The Recessional 
•
THROUGH HEAD LAST NIGHT
KATIE HITE OPENED FIRE 0
WHO HAD $14104 TRYING T
LET ENTEMI BESIDE TH
HIND THE RIGHT EAR—NA
BUT MAY LIVE, WHILE WO
Bud Nance, this marine ways black-
smith, this morning Iles at the city
hospital eosseiou- s, bat he may not
reccoet, as result of being shot
through the head by Katie Hite, a
young white woman with whom he
has had trouble a number of times.
The shooting (xcurred at the home
of Ida Kart], a negress, who reside.
in a small home upon tbe bank of
Island creek, between Fourth and
Fifth streets It occurred last night
a few moments before eleven o'clock
and the man was hurried to the hos.
pita! where he now lies in a danger-
ous condition.
dance and the women have con-
sorted for several years and been be-
fore the cour:s a number of times.
Last year Nance married Miss gins
Humphreys of the county. she being
the stqsdaughter of Bud Elrod gev-
tell moritht art she took laudanum
and killed hereelf at their home on
South Third near Adams streets.
committing the *stickle mac morning
about 8 o'clock just after her hus-
band had gone to his work at the
marine ways.
It seems that the Hite woman and
Nance have been having trouble of
recent and Tuesday lie had Yudge
David Cross of the police court, to
call the woman before him when the
judge administered her a lecture and
told her if she did not let Nance
alone both would be tricked up Last
night Nance was at the negro wom-
an Yard's hoese, and loaned her a
revolver to go to the nearby grocery.
On her return she stopped at an-
other house and the Hite girl came
in. Seeing the revolver lying on tEe
drerser the Hite woman recognized it
as belonging to Nance, and picking
it up, said she would carry it herself
back to the negro woman's home. and
the two females then started to the
Nato residence. Nance was sitting
inside and walking into the room, the
Hite woman opened fire on him, the
bullet entering between the eye and
nose, and coming out behind the
right ear.
The Hite woman did not try to
get away, and Lieutenant Thomas
Potter was immediately notified of
the shooting. He hurried the Patrol
wagon and Patrolman Cross and
Jones up to the house where Nance
was found standing up washing the
blood frorrir his face, which evidences





N HER LOVER, BUD NANCE.
0 RID HIMSELF OF HER—BUL-
E. EYE AND CAME OUT BE-
NCE IN SERIOUS CONDIT/OBF
MAN IS LODGED IN JAIL.
brain. He was rushed to the city
hospit ii was ,  Rudyard Kipling
I given him. to. Harmonies du Soie Pachulski
I it. Unexpected Guests .... CameronThe officers brought the Hite girl 
is. Ronde in "E"  Fielddown to jail and the informed Lieu- 13. How the Lam n Stakes Weretenant Potter that ,everal days ago Lost  Hood
.Nance had whipped her, tried to hit z4 Hungarian Rhapsody No.
 Liszt
15. Spoken Songs  Selected
Tomorrow evening these ladies ap-
pear at the First Christian church
and render the following:
Campers Tea
where medical attention
her with a poker, and had
to kill her. She continued
had threatened to kill
thought she would de it
Copereti fire on him
041111****1144111************111111• •PERSONAL MENTION.•
•••••*****••••••••••••••••
Mr. A Hazedbauer has returned to
Birmingham, Ala. after visiting h s
family here.
Miss Dorothy 1.angstaff has re-
turned to her school, Kemper Hall,
at Kenosha. Wis.. after spending Eas-
ter with her parents, lion and Mrs.
George Langstaff.
Assistant General Manager W. E.
Frazee and Secretary George Snadon
of the Dark Tobacco Growers' asso-
ciation, are here from Guthree, Ky.
Mrs. J. F. Covington and 'Miss
Macon Glcaves have returned from
visiting in Dyersburg, Tenn.
Miss Frieda Hutzei of Sioux City,
Iowa. is viisiting her cousin, Mrs.
George Finnegan of North Ninth.
Mrs. Lawrence B. Anderson and
son, John, of Mayfield, were here yes-
terday spending the day with Mrs.
James E. Wilhelm of North Fifth.
Mrs. Charles J. Abbott and daugh-
ter left last evening for Hammond.
La.. to join Mr. Abbott who has
been there several weeks.
Boyd 'Reid arrived in the city last
night from Amorilla, Texas. He is
now engaged in a real estate business
in Amor:11a and is doing a splendid




Spoken SOng 1. A Selected
2. Cachuca   . Raff
 Pauline Phelps
4. Polonaise  Chopin
5. There Were Ninety and Nine..
 Richard H. Davis
b. Nightingale and Zephers
  Yensen
7 The Revolt of Mother
 Wilkins8 (a) Valse .............Schubert
(b) Minuet  Paderewsld9. The Singing in Qod's Acre 
•  Eagerly Fieldto Medley  Selectedtr. A Woman in a Shoe Shop ....
 Fisk
la. Staccato Caprice.
13. Claudino and Cynthia 
 Thompson
te. Hungarian Rhapsody No 2 . .
 Liszts Spoken Songs Selected
Magazine Club.
Mrs .1. S Dabney. of Fifth and
liarason streets hag the Magatine
club to meet with her this afternoon
at her home Repoets will be madeon Harper's Nbrth American Revile,.Atlantic Monthly. The Outlook, Hub-bard's Journeys and Llerary Digest.
The Kalesopitic Club.
The Kalesophie club meets with
Miss Blanche Hills of North Ninth
street, tomorrow morning, at which
time Miss Catherine Powell speakson "Current Topics." Miss Park on
"She Stoops to Conquer" and "LifeMks Nat Hale wife of the Mayfield of Oliver Goldsmith." Mrs. Henrybanker was here yesterday. Rudy presents a paper on "Dramaoc:s4r. 1% Wade has returned from Art of Tennyson."Blue Mountain Ark., after visiting
his brother-in-law, Mr. Joshua Ar-1
Wedding of Yesterday,nold.Mr. James young is visiting in .Miss Beulah Lamont! and. Mr.
Hokinsville. Royal Meahl. of the county.were mar-
ried at o'clock yesterday afternoon
at Si. Francis de Sales parsonage by
Rev. Father Jansen, Miss Pearl Meahl
and Mr. John Clark being the at-
tendant'. The bride is the daughter
of Mr. C. K. Lamond. the well known
farmer of the Massac section. while
the groom is a prosperous farmer of
the Maxon's Mill vicinity.
Mr. John Trent returned yesterday
from Memphis.
Colonel James Quinn, the insurance
man, returned yesterday to Louis-
ville.
Lowyer Joseph Grogan wag in
Murray yesterday on business.
Mrs. T. M. Powell, of Princeton,
went home yesterday after visiting
her son.
MM.1111MIM EII,
Mr. 1'. F. Barton and wife, of Chi- Entre Nous Club.ago, are here spending several days The Entre Nous club will hbe en-with Mrs. Wilmooth Rook. Mr. Bar-
ton was formerly master mechanic for
the I. C. railroad shops here, but now -  has charge of the Chicago shops. He,
ad Mks. Barton came down for the
Rook-Katterjohn nuptials.Tennessee vitle, arrived in the city yesterdayJudge James Breathitt of Hopkins-
on business. He has been urged by
frieuds over the state to stand forElectric
tertained this afternoon by Miss
Blanche Hills. of North Ninth street.
. Carpe Diem Club.
Miss Marie Roth of Harahan
boulevard entertained the Carpe
Diem club very charmingly last pien-
ing.
Left'
ADVERTISE IN THE REGIgTER
ner, but publicly declined several days
the republican nomination for gov- f AND Grr RES'ULTS







W. B. MOOR Waballey• '
426 Broadway itrstalitly killed.
in-law, Colonel Micheal Griffin, the
tobaccee'buyer of ,North Sixth near
Ntzs. j. griaaad of Mayfield was
in the city yesterday.
Broom Plant Burns.
Amsterdam. N. Y.. April io.--The
plant of the A insterdarri Broom com-
pany. the largest independent _brush
and broom concern in the country,
was destroyed by fire early today.
Loss, $too.00ta William Sullivan, a




COME TO CLOSE TODAY
JUDGE REED EXPECTS TO GET EVERYTHING FINISHED ANDDISMISS THE JURORS—GRAND JURY YESTERDAY REPORT-ED MANY INDICTMENTS, WHILE LARGE NUMBER OFCASES WERE DISMISSED—OSCAR BAKER GOES FREE,WHILE ROBERT SMITH GOT FIVE YEARS — CIRCUITCOURT.
Judge ,ffeed announced yesterday that
if possible he would bring the crimi-
nal session of the circuit court to a
close this afternoon, as there are only
a few more matters before him for
trial, while the grand jury is "expected
to finish its mark today. If the court
adjourns the term will be the shortest
one for years, and thereby evidencing
the expeditious manner in which the
judge handles litigations in his tribu-
nal where things go along hurriedly
devoid of unnecessary delays. He
has had two murder charges, and
many other important cases before
hint, but with his characteristic vigor
: everything finished quickly.
Grand Jury Report
ihe grand jury made a report yes-
;day, turning in the largest number
true bills yet passed in at one time
lo that body since commencement of
ha sitting ten days ago.
Judge Beasley was indicted on the
charge of setting up and operating
a poker game on the third floor of
the North Fourth street building that
is occupied on the ground floor by
Frank Just's barber shop. It is the
place raided by Chief Collins and the
detiftives six weeks ago and several
thousand poker chips, many decks
of cards, and a poker-playing table
confiscated. Beasley has skipped out
and never been captured. Just was
indicted for permitting gambling in
the building, and *tie too, has skipped,
it being understood he is now in
Nashville, Tenn.
T. Mack, colored, was indicted on
the charge of breaking into the resi-
dence of City Jailer Thomas Evitts,
beside the city hall, and stealing a
revolver. Mack was serving time in
the city prison, and while the jailer
was away from home. Mack, who
knew where) the house key was hid,
is charged with going into the place
and stealing the revolved. He skipp-
ed out, this occurring last fall, but
was arrested several weeks ago, and
claims he sold the gun to a negro
in East St. Louis. His cum is set
for trial today.
J. Hewlett Jones, a small colored
boy, was indicted on the charge of
going t.• Saloonkeeper E E.. Gray of
Seventh and Washington streets and
getting the latter to sell him $t.o3
wor4oaf liquor, by claiming he was
working at the marine ways and
would pay Gray when he gut his
Wage,. It developed he did not work
at the ways and Gray bad him in-
dicted on the charge of obtaining
goods by false pretenses. 
-Wm. Thompson, colored, was in-
dicted on the charge of bigamy, it be-
ing claimed that be married Frances
Thompson, colored, in Jackson, Miss.,
vihile he had a Legal wife, Christina
White, colored, residing in Paducah.
Ile was brought back from Jackson
last week.
Henry Skelton, colored, was indict-
ed on the accusation of obtaining
money by false pretenses, he stealing
an overcoat from some one and sell-
ing it to Sandy Alexander for fifty
cents by claiming that the garment
was his. On this indictment being
handed in, it was dismissed by the
commonwealth attorney, John G.
Lovett. because Skelton is now serv-
ing a term in the county jail for
theft of the coat.
John Hall. the Fiftl. and Norton
street druggist, was indjcted twice,
once on the charge of selling cocaine
to Lottie Schroeder without a pre-
scription, and the other on the ground
he sold some of the same drug to
Munk Howell without a prescrip-
tion.
The grand jury dismissed a number
of charges, George Gaines, Fort
Jackson, Harvey Fletcher and Clover'
Holland were dismissed of the charge
of breaking ,,,into Wm. Mitchell's
grocery on North Tenth street and
stealing some whiskey, a watch.
three razors and other things. They
were dismissed because the lads have
alieady been taken to the state reform
school at Lexington. The jury also
dismissed the other warrant charging
these four boys and Bert Roberts,
with breaking into 1.-U3S Clark's siorre
on North Twelfth ahd stealingssome
cigars, wax, etc.. For the same rea-
son was this dismissed, that the lads
are' now confined at the school.
Joseph J. Colley was dismissed of the
charge of stealing whiskey from the
Illinois Central nailroad while he was
employed as switchman in the Padu-
cah yards for the road. Many quart
bottles of liquor were found missing
from a shipment inside a freight car,
and bottles containing liquor of this
make were found in Colley's private
box in the yards. lIe _olaims he
found the liquor hidden beside some
cross ties where it had been hid by
the thief, and put it in his box. The
jury then dismissed him. He is a
young man who has always borne a
good reputation, and was arrested
only a few days after his wedding.
Rodney Perkins, Ed Brown, Dora
Berry, Beulah' Caldwell, Herman
Lander and Mamie Winn, all colored
men and women, were dismissed of
the charge of rubbing Bud McKnight
colored, oi fas, McKnight claimed
he fell in with them, went to sleep
iii Ole 100111, aud nske up iniCas lii
The grand jory dismisaed the war-
rant charging Charles Miller with
stealing a watch from another of the
same name, Charles Miller, latter be-
ing the candy maker.
A. Garner was dismissed of the as-
sault and battery charge. He was
the chauffeur in charge of the Fore-
man Brothers' automobile that ran
into the little Simons and Marx boys
at Fourth end Broadway three Sun-
days ago, and badly injured both the
lads. He was held over in the police
court for alleged assault and bat-
tery, but dismissed now.
Yesterday's Cases.
Robert Smith, colored, was given
five years in the penitentiary yester-
day by the petit jury for slipping into
the Walter Seek bakery at Seventh
and Washington streets, and sialing
$4 from the cash drawer whife the
clerks were in the rear of the estab-
lishment.
Oscar Raker. white, was acquitted
of the charge of stealing Jessie Har-
per's overcoat from where it hung
in John F-lrod's saloon on South Sec-
ond street and selling it for seventy-
five cents to Herman Aekurman, the
second hand dealer of Kentucky av-
enue near Second street.
Magistrate Charles Emery was al-
lowed $79 aa expenses for carrying
a small negro boy last week to the
state reform school at Lexington, the
lad having been convicted of crime
here in the juvenile court.
-- —
Set for Trial Today.
The indictments set for trial today
are those against Wm. Wickliff, Hol
Billingsley and T. Mack.
Wickliffe is a strange young man
who stands doublly charged, one in-
dictment accusing him of going to
Grocers Lieberman and Butler and
securing fifteen dozen eggs by claim-
ing he was steward of the towboat
I. N. Hook and had authority to make
the purchases. Houser brothers, gro-
cers, also had Wickliffe indicted on
a simillar charge. It developed he
wa? not connected with the steamboatat aft
Billingsley is the olloonkeper of
South Third near Broadway and is
indicted on the charge of maliciously
striking Marvin Polk. The latter en-
tered Billingsley's place slightly in-
toxicated, and turned over some
chairs, when some words were had.,and it is claimed Billingsley beat him '
over the head with a poker. They cui 6LAss HANDhad trouble once before at a country
eafilarnia'
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Rate Bill Prohibits Express Com-
pany from Franking Packages Be-
longing to Railroad Employes.
Washington, D. C., April to.—The
interstate commerce commissios has
held that express con•papie.._gannOe
give franks to railroad officials. 14i
an opinion given to a Wisteria rail-
roar) president yesterday interstate
Commerce Comnostioner lane said:
"The law does not permit an ex-
press company t. give transporta-
tion 'franks' to the officers ow em-
ployes of railroad companies. A rail-
road president or other officers of a
railroad is as much bound by the law
limiting free transportation as any
one not connected with railroad.
The letter of seeing:on of the law
stating what passes may legally be
granted does not extend to any car-
rier the right to give free transporta-
tion to the 'property' of• railroad
officers, agents or employee. It deals
entirely with the trAtsporation of
parsons. Express tompanies 'are tin-
der the jurisdiction of this certneuss-
sion and are subject to the provisions
of the law."
Hickman's First Berries.
Hickman, Ky. Aced 10.--4. H.
Langford, living on route No a,
four miles south of town, ha' brought
the first strawberries of the season
to town. They are of good size and
were ten days earlier than the av-
erage home-grown product.
picnic. Polk is the son of Mr. Lon
Polk, the well known farmer of the
Mayfield road beyond Eden's hall
T. 'tack. colored, is accuied of
hreaki .4 into City Jailer Torn Es--
ites Ii age and stealimr a pistol. last
summer.
Civil Proceedings.
4 divorce was granted W. E. Down-
ing from Kate Downing. Several
months ago the wife eloped with a
man named Bean of the Clark's river
section of the county, and is said to
be living with him in adultery now at
Cairo, Ill. Downing got o divorce
from his wife now, while Mrs. Bean
has filed a similar suit for divorce
from her husband.
There was dismissed as settled the
suit of Callen vs. Russell.
WATER NOTICE.
Patrons of the Water Company are
reminded that their rents expired
March pat, and those who desire to
ji Li Wanner
renew this quarter should do so be-
fore it is forgotten. All premises not
paid for on or before the loth of
April will be discontinued and the
cost of shutting off and turning on
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ntucky and Illinois Coal
Also dealer in and Cement. Agent for Waiiiehall and Agatite Cement
"is) KING OF CEMENT"
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Just sample any other per-
fume in town and then procure
the same odor from us. You'll
say there is a great difference.
"THERE'S A REASON." We
know how to buy perfumes.
We know how to store per-
fumes. We know how to show
you perfumes. Our knowledge
of these requisites is what en-
able us to give you perfumes
that have not detonated since









/1St it irons smothly, not
rosgh
Second.
The button holes, or stud
boles match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
Ire ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
`It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms hie new, and the
"hump" so often seen 4 miss-
ing.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky Satisfy yourself by
sending as your laundry.
Star Laundry
'Phone BCC
I WOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS CHIC PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
iNcooRA -
306 ti way- Dap and Night
—stasoppas School
Excursion
It. Louis and Tennessee River Peen
et company—the cheapest and bee
ercersion met of nadidah.
S8.00 Trip to,Teams= river &
It is a trip of pleasure, combos
and rest; good service, good Uhl
good roams, etc. Boats leave tack
Wednesday and Saturday at s p.
For other information apply to its





Round Trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, Continuous Passage, 114.00;
Unlimited Ticket $s.00, meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
of five or over, 1.1.so each, without
meals; Isoo with mss.
Good mode on all dm boats.. For
further particulars see
S. A. FOWLES!, Oak P. Agent




"Huh !" growls the pessimist.
"Every time Rockefeller makes a do-
nation the price of kerosene goes
up a few cents."
"Ah," miles the optimist. "but
think a the many times the price of
Immo,* gOgg ep when *eft • as
CAPITALS MADE TO ORDER.
Australia I/ to Follow the Examples
of the United States and
Russia.
The Australian commonwealth, tak-
ing • leaf from the history of the
United States, has decided to build a
new capital which shall be free from
the influences of either of the great
sections. It will build the capital lit-
erally trot* the ground up and hm
selected a site not far from the pretty
village of Dalgety, on the Snowy river.
1illatet7 miSht have slumbered la Des-
torsi obscurity for the next hundred
years but for the assumed necessity 01
Australia to have a capital in a plain
which nature had designed for a vil-
lags. It is 30 miles from the nearest
rat/road station and even when that
distance is *panned by the iron way
still further connections must be built
to link U with the main Victorian sys-
tem. Henry Stead, in the Independent,
estimates that oost of the railroad sew
elametion entailed will be WA:WM
sad that water mean public build-
ings and land purchase will carry the
total of the expenditures for Use new
capital up to $28,000,000. After the
elts is built it will be a purely arti-
Sctal capital, just as Washington Is,
but It will have a very muck s'-
population, the sumenmptioa being Wit
It will not exceed Kea.
An ;artificial ;opted, owl created by
fiat as a result of a ottoproadee be-
tween rival sections or decreed by
sullied political secessirs to an ampere
resent under the beet cdreifinintenees sad
usually falls short of bolsi • memo.
ohs. Washingtoe and St. INCOME.,
are examples. Washington to stag•
ths seat of the federal goverameat:
nothing more. It has Oisappolated the
eitneetatioas of its foamier' that LI
would become an emporium a by
mart, a port, a city that should be an
illastrsUon In itself of all the activt•
ties of • great and busy country.
Beauty U haa, but busiaese It has not.
la population it is far below many
cities that we are wont to think of as
In our second or possibly our third
elms.
In. Petersburg, on the other hand,
has tar outstripped the old capital la
pepalation. having 1,313,300 inhabit.
ants, to Moscow's 1,092260 by the lat.
eat census. St. Petersburg la really a
great port, commanding a heavy sew
borne trade, bet, la fact, it only dl-
Odes the honors of the capital with
Moscow. The latter has i.be greater
bald on the affections and traditioeur
of Russia. It has a prestige which
Peter the Great could not undermine.
It is the capital of the Russian heart.
Napoleon was right when he held that
Moscow was the capital to be struck
by an invader of Russia.
Australia has one advantage wide!
neither the United Mates nor Russia
sajoyed when they created tbeb era-
Selsi capitals Its area is axed sad
determined The capital will always
bear the same geographied rehabs to
every Australian ream that It will
bars in the beginning. In this OIPOS.
try tits capital is convenleatly ottnabed
to only a very small section The
United States have orpeaded Into re-
gime that the emotions of WashIngtos
tboegft would be wilderasemo for
"easy generations to soma Shallartl
has grown is tar mad se Mgt
that St.. Petersburg Is In a eon*, very
remote to provinces that are forearm
end progressive, in mikes that were
not even Magian when Pear the Oreat
began to drive the Wes ter the foes.
Melons of his capital.
SUBWAY HURTS CARS.
Theater Trade That Ono* Wait to
Hew York Zebus New
Goes to Cars.
"You'd never gems the difference the
subway has made in our business." said
the dello° night cab driver, according
to the New York Sun. "I should say that
afield fares from the theater district arta
Broadway have fallen off one-fourth
slam last Deeember.
"It used to be that a man in evening
clothes, especially if accompanied by a
woman wearing garments easily soiled,
would hesitate before crowding into a
surface car. As for walking from Broad-
way to one of the elevated roads, that
was almost out of the question. The re-
mit was that the great majority of thea-
ter and opera patrons why could raise
the price went home in carriages.
"Now it's different After the theater
the crowds walk to the restaurants far
lunch, then they drift along to the sub-
way entrance at Forty-second street and
Broadway or at the Grand Central.
"Men and wonton 'who would scorn
the elevated or surface cars when in
evening dress do not balk at the subway.
They find the stations and care generally
clean and roomy, and when they get up-
town where there is no one to see them
they do not mind walking a few blocks
to save a cab fare.
"Our greatest loss is in Brooklyn pa-
trons It used to be almost a sure
thing that we'd get a bunch of Brooklyn
people down as far as the Bridge at least.
Then the Brooklyn people had to take
a crosstown car or walk half way across
the town at one end or the other to get
an elevated train.
"Now the subway takes them right tu
the Bridge eutratce. Why, now one can
go from Forty-second s:rest clear to the
outskirts of Brooklyn without going
from under shelter if the weather is bad.
"It's going to be still worse (or us
when they get the subway running un•
der the river."
Hospitable.
Policeman (to ttatalt)-,—I want youi
same and address.
Tramp (sarcaatically)-- Oh. yer do, do
yet' Well, ITVP nal .e is John Smith an
laa address is N uuo.str Uac, the open air
ff par call on me don't trouble tair
Ng WW1
GETTING BACK TO NATURE
Frani* Peasant Who Had His Own
Idea of Pranoeis Principal
Diftager.
--- —
The French peasant whs. sines the
days et the revolution has turned all
Frame into a kind of walled gardite.
I. still closely in touch with nature,
and in molts of agitators and politi-
cians, his premise is the suffsage, te
whist he brews the sense mad manna
of tibe Saida sakes tor motional
▪ in pros, of Me. ape Irodit's
OlflUenahes. Is a little seam reprodesed
by gibe if the Sitlhola id "llamado* IS
the (1511 Read Teruo* neon le
Ilstema Amato" and Women the
welter MI le esanseintig will a peas-
, Wig telig, WINS hminiene paitemea wee
illgelise St ellerlag the sere with
dor hie berveds. Re the professed
hilmeelf leleresnall to peados sad sew
ands. end 14111•01, oh Wen
IsIdedb
'nos St alp ose 1.11.• saw
eat seek at Ian. "dud Preass has
to flee
"Yea men; add the writer, mate
reibiless semeMsh--the lIngebe with
*web out payer
'We. I eon new thee"
"De you MR Warn fop fear of
saelher Illeimen weer
atift Wert. I teessegt
d thet."
etepipses ani sat SOW el se.
slag WI at'
'Via them *Ise Is Ilia ay ease
Items las Is hurl"
"OW NM Ss Pows1K veld
el aria
A OPAMARD11 1011111“1011.
limumises Appoidus far lb* Waded
of Eligleaa =Waft
twee.
Welk* Is the ameafise 4:
ilemoreo Terris iftirenlia, a dist!
gua4Omaha melleser. who has
bees upertmeating amiseedelly wttb
an sposseten for the mane' el ;Ile
not illastrie power by means of wire
ks. illiser*".1. He Meads Is
iske Ws formation to vessels sad made
km pree Ulan with them Tbe
lessomittiag station viol a wireless
fekgrophes apperetia The last ear
deli a battery ell semandeftes, a tow
ter lir driving the propeller, mother
ter the redder, and twe serve motors
tor operating the 'mechanism of the
Mbar mestere. The servo motors teem
soanected directly wile the telekfta.
wberwirlie they formed a feign OP
perdue Herta waves weft Tesdereil
by the baleklae; this asetrebr the NM
mean, which rest currents either Is
watt& die rudder motor or the pro
getler motor ise as to govern both UM
efteriag and the propulsion of tee
hest. Taking up his position at fte
trensanittiag station, Sesior Claimed°
began manipulating the trasormitter,
whereupon the boat, containing ae
coerons press represeataUves. as if by
magic, slowly moved forward, trees.
ally attaining a high speed, turning,
twisting, tacking. advaacing, or ye
eeding just as If it were belie guided
by an expert steersman. The beet ex-
ecuted all manner of maneoveri with-
out a hitch under the sole pridatee of
the inventor ea shore.
VETERAN POSTMASTERS.
Nee Who Ways Served Uncle Sam
is That Capacity for Very
Long Periods.
Another of the unsay Waimeas
where faithful service has proved a
barrier against interfeream ibr politi-
cal reggaes with the service of a
Iftimehesetts posteamter Is that of
John S. Fay, at hisilhoes. who Me
beim la charge of that ease edam
April Zd. 1815, when he was appointed
by President Johnson at a salary of
11.111e. Ifs had bees eseesestvely re-
appointed, twice by Great, ono, by
Hayes. Arthur, Harrison sad McKin-
ley. and came under Kr. Oleveiand's
special care in eacii of his two terms.
Kr. Pay has over two years yet to
serve under the reappointment gives
by President Roosevelt February 11,
1903, when the salary was advanced to
$2,500 per year.
Milo T. Winchester ts believed -3
hold the long-service record as post-
master. He is still performing his d.
ties in charge of the olio* at South
Amenia. Duchess county, New York
under the commiesion first given him
July 10, 1849 The record was held for
many years by Roswell Beardsley at
the North Lansing (N. Y.) office. ift
was appointed June 28, 1328. and
Served until his death, November 3
19ftt, at the age of 93.
Liquor and Insurance.
At the annual meeting of the Ale
stainers' and General Insurance cons
pany held in Birmingham recently the
chairman announced that the mortate
ty rate, favorable to the company, as
the lives minted had again been main-
tained and that in the 21 years of the
company's existence the mortality had
aot yet exceeded 50 per cent. of what
might have been expected from the
ordinary standard table of the testa
tuts of Actuaries, which represented
an enormous saving of' Interest On crap
ital that otherwise would have bees
paid In defog. He attributed the sat,
isftctory mortality reaped largely t*,
the members abstaining from the la.
of alcoholic liquor.
Electricity in Siberia
Almost all the towns in Siberia are
having arc lights for street use and
incandescent lights for houses, and
the larger proportion of the people in
Riberta have never WM gag, width
they regard as aa 11unt1naot of a pain
111 A °RANO OLD RULER.
Kaiser Trans Zone, Niapstar of Ae.
fie and King of Hun-
gory.
Quite apart from the foolish praise
Lavished upon monarchs for thelf
slighted mita. says Pearson's MEW
sine Kaiser Frans Jaime, emperor of
Austria and king of Hungary, ruler of
• damn states and W peoples speaking
as may languages, is one of the most
remarkable figures in the civilisera
world to-day, by reason of his grief
age, his severe and simple life, the
tragedies of his family, and, above
all, the wonderful way he bolds to.
&ether the warring factions within his
empire.
No other prince of the Hapsburg
house ever enjoyed such universal re,
next and reverence, and whoever has
occasion to approach this "Grand Old
Man' among the monarchs of the
world is filled with enthusiasm for his
charm of manner, his democratic ap-
proachableness, his amazing frank-
ness and his sterling sense of justice.
This aged man, now nearly 75, works
tea hours a day and more at state and
military affairs, often contenting Mine
self with a "quick lunch" brought is
bias at the &oak in his study. Frans
loose to-day remains the same early
riser he was in the days of his Yloatik
and summer and winter rime from his
little Iron bedstead at he early boas
et half-pest tom. Has tellea—batia-
fag. Shaving and dooshig—seiveg
takes bins longer than half an hogrA
sad as the emperor does eat oar* fee
drill= dome he usually does the
manor= at a ooloael ef one at his owe
regiments. On his frequent shooting
es;peditioss. however, he wears the
goers* dress cd Alpine Austria; and la
his study he appears In a short mili-
tary cloak. with • peskleis soldiers
MD-
Every sot of this remarkable old
Ma% life is conducted with Wiese,
preoldoe On the very stroke .15's
his breakfast—a cep of coffee, salmi
cold meat. sad rolls--is brought him,
before six he is in his study.
A casual glance might lead one te
think this was a cosy sitting-room
with its dainty pictures, framed photo.
graphs and charming funnier.; but
the big writing table in the window,
the bookshelves and the litter oi
newspaper cuttings on tables, chairs
and floor reveal the room's true pan
poen
Jost above the emperor's wales
table bangs a portrait of his late eon,
it, Empress ElLsabeth, who waa
stabbed to the heart with • Ale by te
maniac anarchist In Geneva a fire
lwars aka Alm! this is but one of the
many dark tragedies that have over-
shadowed the unfortunate home of
Hepsburg. Is this study the aisparba
works uninterruptedly until noon
Bulky packets of papers and minis-
terial reports are read to him. and as
earefully does he go through this weft
that he frequently pounces upon con
tradictions beeween clauses, whir*
have entirely iseauDsd those who havs
drafted the bill.
HEAPING INSULT ON INJURY
Reighborly Borrowing Has III
Drawbacks as 111 Hereby
&bairn.
The Blanks, who lived on the thief
Poor, had quarreled with the Mobile
who lived on the second The us
fortunate affair had apparently evade*
with the return of numerous household
articles which the thrifty Mrs. Dank
bad borrowed from the easy-
min lire Blank. The list, however,
Lid not include a French drip coffee
pot and a silk umbrella, and Mrs. Blank
vowed she would Dot lower herself is
ask even for her own property, relates
the New York World.
Blank, being a maa's man, kept out ot
the quarrel, but Dash being more or lass
henpecked, was drawn into it by his
wife.
'the other night Blank came home tc
Ind his wife in tears.
'Wh-what do you think. James'
That horrid Mr. Dash c-cut me tleail
sa, day."
"(lb, well, what do you care? Ile
isn't worth noticing."
"It wasn't the cut, but the way he dld
It," sobbed his wife. "Ton see their
wtodow opens an the air-shaft and you
can hear every word they say when
you are going downstairs. I heard Mr
Dash say to his wife: 'Minnie, whose
umbrella is this?' I could not catch
her answer, but he added: 'Oh, well.
I'll take it anyhow. Mine's at the office.
"I had to stop and speak to the janitot
so Mr. Dash and 1 came face to face On
the front steps, and he cut me—with my
own daughter's umbrella over his bead
Honest—his nerve—"
And her woes were expressed in a
fresh outburst of sobs.
Town for Lawirer's,Fee.
An old comrade of Private Daizell'r
in Washington county, 0., sent for him
to try a case in 1870. The case was tried
in a country schoolhouse. The suit was
of such a sort that an adverse judgment
would have put the defendant and his
wife and seven little children on the
road homeless and penniless. Dalzell
happened to win the case. When the
justice of the peace announced the de-
cision the crowd rose and cheertd, and
one bold fellow proposed they would
build a town on the spot and call a
Deleon, and it has been done—one of
the bindsmnest little villages in Ohio.
Bespoken.
"No, thank you," said Miss De
Kure, "I don't care to meet any new
young men."
"My! " exclaimed Miss ()addle;
`you're select all of a sudden."
"No," replied Miss De Mure, glanc-
ing dreamily at her new ring: "I've
nweetv s,:ected all af asroblea."
seedMaill tiaursb,_ 
"IT IS THE LITTLE THINGS
MAKE THE BIG Tt- 'NOS"
•
Tkt Ponies, MGM, Dines sod Quarters Make tko Doliars
SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER CENT INTER-
EST ON IT AND SEE HOW. SOON YOU WIL LitAVg A BIG
BAND ACCOUNT.
Our Home Savings Bank
WILL HELP YOU SAVE. .CALL FOR ONE AND LEARN
HOW TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WITH
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Oro L Well & Co
COVERS ALL ACCIDENTS
Travelers Insurance Ceo.
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MOH MAN IN THE ARCTIC.
Tenter RaglIdanma Maw
Oaring Nzpedition la Polar
Region.
An enterprising young Englialtmaa
named Alfred H. Harrison started last
summer dawn the Mackenzie, the great
northern river of Canada, to spend the
winter somewhere in the neighborhood
Of its mouth. His winter camp is sap
posed to be in the delta among the
skin-.o• Next spring he examen' le
set out on an exploring expedition'
Into an unknown polar area.
All the maps show a great number
of arctic islands to the north of thb
tontluent But the wafters part or
this region has not yet been explore 
ateepting very near the 00001, aso
there is a stretch of about 1,000 mina
of sea to the west of Prince Patriel
Island and Banks Landing where not
a hit of land Is shown
Tbe Jeannstto drifted through the
middle of this region without monk
huid until she got north of the Nes
Slbsela islands, where .he disooverer
throe islands. No reason is know*
why there should not be other *elands
tad Harrison's purpose is. It passible
to and new lands, Mould any'aziat to
las part of the Arctic.
Harrison ham one advantage woe
most explorers and that is that he is
a man of mamas. All he had to de
was to West hi. Sold et work. asttio
the bills for his outat, and go on his
way.
He he bearing the whole expense
kisment *wept that be received a loss
at "steatite Instruments from the
Royal Geographical society; sad sane
of the sledges and other equipment
used by • south polar scapeditisa
were presented to him.
The work before him 11 difficult and
\amnions. but there Is every reason
to hope OW he may be able to add
something at least to our knowledge
of this unknown area He is an en
perienced traveler, and has tralaeJ
himself very thoroughly to carry our
Ms work on scientlfie lines. He has
a number of excellent assistants and
expects to buy doge of the Malmo.
In the Mackenzie delta.
Awarding to our present know)
edge. It is doubtful it the more north
ors arctic waters In this region con
tale any Islands. Not tar north cot
Franz Josef Land Dr. Nausea came
upon a sea with soundings of 2,000
fathoms
It is believed that this deep sea ow
lands over the weal* of the north
polar area to within 100 or 150 allies
ef the continents. If this Ls the cam,
no land is likely to bo &said, slows
es the continental shelf, wham the
inuadings rarely exceed 200 fathome.
If Harrison discovers sew islands, the
  prenatility Is that be will lad Uwe'
IPLIVRIL OLIVER Ik 11c0R180011
LAWYZR.S
Ky., rear Iamb
lieralmil County; Paducah. 14
arm 11.4 Pnwsky
New Moro 114 Old Phone 44A
R. T. LIGHTFOOT
• Lawyer.
I= Practice in all Courts of Kee
tacky.
It_ 
DR- W. C. EUBANKS
(Homeopethist)
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Office eas% Sway.
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Werth Amerka or Asia.
FARE WAS PAR T1C U .
aumaaa Tess; Wonsan Gave Cabby
a Meet rtsidemmat nos-
masa.
The young woman was about to take
a rtils in a eats. She was evidently
basso* young wean. Weans% whoa
the driver at the rehlale brought It at
hat signal, she proceeded to gustiest
him relate" the Haitimore News.
"Has your horse bone much work to-
day?" she asked
s's Jan come out at his noble
lady," replied that person, meads
Woody.
The girl 'sit the quadruped's sides
"He 000100 to be very warm," she
ventured.
"Tenure; his stable's warm. He's*
Isjosp nsors eomfortable trotting about
than he is In his box *tall."
The young WoW. peered at hit
boots.
"Are his shove all right." she asked
"Sure," said the driver. "We
have a vetertnary who shoes ths
horses every morning before they
come out of the stable, and every
evening before they go In."
"Ii he very old?" faltered tho
gingerly proddinz the horses' Up In
a vain attompt to me his teeth.
"That bee ain't nothing mores a
tolt, miss," responded the driver. se-
Money. "He ain't been In- harness
more'n a year. But he ham the sweet
disposition fur sure, and he's as
steady as an old hoes. He's a regular
kitten for geutlenese and spirits."
The young woman smiled as au.
rho feels that she has clone all she
can in the cause of humanity. "Won.'
she said, "don't drive teat." and
stepped into the vehicle.
"If there's anything I hat. it is to
Inks these S. P. C. A. ladim a-riding,'
confided the driver in a growl to • fel-
low cabman as be adjusted hhs reins
"Every time I try to make this olo
brute trot a bit now shell be poking
up the trap and a-screaming at me
sure do hope his shoes'll stay on tib
I get her wherever she's a-going."
friends for Bolf-Defensa.•
- Anks--1 toll you what it is, them Is
Soothing like having lots of friends.
Winks—I presume not.
Jinks---No, sir. Ss soon as I lose a
Ito my Meads go all around Madilla new place for me sie as to save asthe trouble of borrowing from Qom—
Mr mark!!
IN THE SCHOOL. CITY.
Workings of a New Experiment
the Self Government of
Lb. Young.
The writer was present a few weeloi
ago when the ftrst school city was
organized la Boaton by Wilson L. 0111,
the inventor and founder of the am
tern, writes Prank Pearson., In Cato
tury. There were 700 pupils, all girls
at tier grammar gnats. They were
delighted with the plan, voted unani-
mously and enthusiastically to mispt
tho Golden Rule as the fundamental
law of their school city, supplemented
It with various provisions Wawa die`
order, destruction or injury of prop-
erty. profanity, rudeassa, =Madams*
etc., and showed remarkable &um
lion in the election of their officers.
The mayor was • bright-thard girl
St twelve and a half years. Whim
asked, shortly after tke election, what
It meant to her to be mayor of Haze
cock sehool, she said: "It moans to
aims that every girl is orderly, clean
and good. It means that they must
have good conduct. They must be
clean and neat In their dress and
habits. They must keep the school-
rooms and the school yard neat. And
they must be kind to everybody."
"That is • grist task. Areal you
afraid of it?"
The answer was prompt and slaw:
"No, for I think they are all goad
*Nimes."
Mary Ftna, the judge, said: "I
shall warn citizens who don't behave,
aad if that does no good I shall pun.
Mk them. They must behave."
The whole discipline of the school
In put into the bands of the pupils
This teachers give 'attraction, and
advice whoa it is nemnad, and the
Umtata responsibility and authority are
always with them. But the etudants
make laws and really govern them
salvos, although there Is an author
Sty shine them just as a grownut
oily governs itself, although the teals
Mture may at any time revoke its
charter.
In fact, there Is more real self-iron
erunsernt in these school cities than
in most of our large cities. Fla
there is ao apathy la the school city,
no staynt homer votes, no political sea
shine or boas.
There is no graft in the school city,
no boodle on the council. no "under'
standing" between the police and
wrongdoers. The ten year-old l
gad the twelve-year-old mayor are adT
u
solutely incorruptible. Habits of good
citizenship are formed while the mind
Is plastic, oyes to the full toren at
considerations of right and justice ane
free from commercial motives sad
other influences that In later life so
often interfere with the duties of
edUsoaship. The love of liberty la
strengthened and ennobled by moot,
aftion of the rights of others and tile
aseessity of mutual limitations for the
public good Respect for law and an
thority Is developed. The sense of
jostles Is strengthened and the Judicial
atdtade at alai Is cultivated.
The results have been mos/lent in
every way. ace confect and schch
&MUD are greatly impel:med. Mob*
Wince is palled up by the roots. Pub.
The sblithneillt mines Itself on the side
St law erten the public makes the
law. • breach of ceder Is no lamer
noirded as • defiance of an alien goy•
ofilinest, but as an Injury and an he
gull to the cononnalty. Even the
Mit disorderly schools have been re
timed to good conduct by the Instil.'
Von of the school city.
Breaking the Trail.
Winter in the mountains Is severe
In its restrictions. Sledging and travel
ever the suew-banked trails are Ha
fted to hare necessity. In the colder
seasons the trails are kept open by
shoveling and packing them down
Irhen the runners sing intermittent
ly in high, thin voices, the teamster,
with a belt tight around his overcoat
and flopping hie arms to keep warm,
faces his greatest hardships. But
when (be heavy snows and rapid thaws
of spring come, teaming means a bat
tle and a venture with a sudden
termination hanging just above
Thounaads of tons of snow up the
mountain sides bang on a trigger
that can be sprung by the sigh of
a breeze or the rolling of a pine cons
and in summer many a barren slope
and pile of rock and timber at the
bottom tells a skeleton-tale of the win
ter's night. Floundering, swearing
and persevering opens the trail—a lit-
tle ruffed thread of white from up
above, but a hard day's work for a
man . I ng.
Curious English Almshouse.
The most, curious almshouse Is
England is St. Mary's Hospital at Chi-
cheater. There eight old ladies live
actually in the church, which is a floe
old building dating from 1G80. It was
originally a monastery, but when
Queen Elizabeth came to visit there
she turned it into an almshouse, to
endure as long as almshouses ehisti
The old ladles have two neat litt11
rooms each down the sides of the
main church, with windows looking
out on the garden. They have each a
coal supply, a kitchen range, water
and gas. At one end of the Church
Is the chapel, where daily services am
held. The choir stalls are _beautantlx,
carved old oak, the original seats that
the monks used. The church stands
In a quiet little square.
Last Addition.
"This flat is so fearfully small,"
complained the enplicant. "Do you
think we could .it enough breath in
t to live on?"
"0, get!" said the agent It is
thoroughly provided with aosairemad
WAr."--Datzott Free Preen
YAM HALF A MILE DUP.
Illerhign Nail to Mad Dadra. Areas
'den Flow In Ohio State-
house Yard.
In 11157, for some moon, it was
thought profitable and possible to se-
curer an artesian well In the states-
boom yard. The geology of 0610
as a sciences was still unwritten.
In tan, the first volume of the Ohio
geological reports contains Use writ.
tan moord of this boring.
Down 3,775 feet—over half a math—
the auger was sent by the slow and
labotious proems of the timo, sad
assay a year was spent in the work
The Doting was commenced an No.
wombs" 4. 11167, and mopped Catotat
1, Ind. No artesian water was
found.
Ths haring was made in Use earners
part of the grounds. Its sits was
pointed out to the writer some yowl
ago, and it is now probably envorod
by the cement walk extending mat to
Third street from the judielary build
int. Water was struck and plentr et
It—fresh, salt, sulphur, mainesian, etc.
but nallie of It came to the top.
Prof. Theodore O. Wormleg, tin
p atessor of chemistry in BUI110$
ii.adleal soilage, embraced the once
'unity to secure As timperstam of
thts deep boring. With a thermoses,
ter placed In a specialty prepared WWI
case and left In the bottom of the bor.
ins 114 boars, he tossed the teams
tars al the bottom to be IS digress
Irahreskatt. Malting slattidellnos fel
Use distance below the atittaga al
which the haat of the sea camas is
be fait. he computes that the tampon.
cue Increaaed one dorm for every
71 test a doecont At that time Sep
mosso aakausto who were oareall3
studying this branan of physical es
°smoky had estimated that the tam
perature tacreesed in sue/ conditions
case degree for every 66 feet
Tiliare Is no mooed of the cost ol
tits boring, but it must have ben
cossillarable. as the facilities and ap
partials were primitive compared vita
those now in use Though failing os
Its priaelpal purpose. the state seems
to haws turned It to account througt
Its geologists, so that it was nut
wholly moony wasted.
PECAN SHELLINC SEASON.
La Industry That gives Emplery-
ment to Many Nandrada
of People.
Some Idea of the marpnleado of the
peseta nut meal industry may be bad
whoa it is stated that in San Antoale
(Tat.) aloe. there are 1,700 members
of tbe Pecan Sheller,' union, a labor
segaainatioa composed at men engaged
as a regular business In the shelling
of mean nuts and extracting the de-
licious kernels.
Net all of the pecan shelters In Sas
antado belong to the triton. Thole
are several hundred other men wom-
en and children in that city who gain
a livelihood from the work. There
are branches of the Pecan Rbellere
unit" in Austin and several other
tows. of the state.
The pecan nut shelling Beeson lasts
from October 1 to July L The new
crop of auts begin to come Into mar-
ket about October 1, end from then
until January 1 the business of ex-
tinct:big the kernels !a very active.
The kernels are shipped in Large balk
sa New York, St. I.aine sad other do
ins. where they are used by the con-
fectioners in the manufacture of can-
dies.
Pecan shelling is a comparatively
new Industry. It had its origin, so
ter as its becoming a recognised
business is concerned, a ran- years ago
when a candy manufacturer of New
York visited Texas.
He ate some of the candy made and
sold by Mexican street vendors in
San Antonio. Pecan kguels form an
Important ingredient of this candy
As an experiment he arranged for
small shipment of the pecan meats to
be made to him.
The kernels were received in due
time, and the highest art of the candy.
maker was employed in their use. The
Pecan candy became popular almost
instaetly, and other orders for the
pecan hernels were placed.
That was the beginning of in In-
dustry which now gives employmoot to
several thousand people. There te a
big demand for the pecan kernels In
every large city In the country.
Indiana Going to f3chool.
The Inciters of western Mend& are
taking more kindly to the government
school than ever befoile. AL present
there are 2E0 students sad no mars
can be received until new buildings
under way are completed. It was only
a few weeks ago that the gooanumigi
'Ordered the Installation of • mhos' at
old Vert MeDermitt, in Humboldt
Montt to relieve the •rongestion is
the Carson sehaeL
She Nod Recovered.
Mn. Ferguson (to caler)—I norm
did like her, and elm the knamaget
thins spoke to me the Iry she MI I
was speechless with tad gashes.
couldn't say a word.
Mr. Ferguson (Wang la)-4101114




H. H. TUCKER, OF CHERRY-
VALE, HAS., INDICTED ON
SERIOUS CHARGE.
Bail Fixed at are,000—Transactions
InvcIving Millioss of Dollars
Are Specified.
Topeka, Kas., April to.—Follow-
ing his indictment on th•e charge of
using the mails to defraud, returned
by the federal grand jury, H. H.
Tucker, Jr., of Cherryvale, Kas., sec-
retary and treasurer of the Uncle
Sam Oil company, who was arrested
last night at Kansas City, was ar-
raigned in the United States district
court here. Judge Pollock fixed
Tucker's bond at gre,000, and at 3
o'clock he left for Kansas City, in
company with an officer of the court
to procure bail.
It • charged ill thc indictment that
Tuolcr ha, sold about $1..roo,000
(cash value) in stock of the Uncle
Sam Oil company, with a par value
of over gio,000,000; that the suns of
about $24:1,coo already paid in divi-
dends was taken from the receipts of
stoat sales and not from the earnings
of the company, and that while this
was going on Tucker was using the
mails to accomplish the sale of more
stock, and that the assets of the com-
pany are new giso,000 less thas the
money received from the sale of the
stock.
JUSEPH PULITZER IS 6o.
Veteran New York Publisher Reach-
es Sixtieth Anniversary.
New York, April to.—Joseph Pu-
litzer, propnetor of the New York
World and one of the outstanding
figures in the journalism of the Un-
ited States, was sixty years old to-
day. It lacks but one of forty years
since Mr. Pulitzer, then a raw Hun-
garian immigrant, first took up news-
paper work, and the work and strain
of the years that followed have be-
gun to tell upon the veteran editor.
He has aged visibly in the past few
years and frequently he finds it nec-
essary to take an absolute rest from
his labors. For ten years or longer
he has been a sufferer from nervous
prostration, and added to this has
been the more grievous calamity of
failing eyesight.
Mr. Pulitzer has been in control of
the World since t883. In his earlier
years he had experienced all the
hardships of life. When he arrived
in the United States, after undergo-
ing various trials in his native Hun-
gary and in France and England. he
was a poor young wanderer less than
so years of age. He earned a ,loring
as best he could. When- the cis?
war broke out he entered the army
of the union as a cavalryman in a
Ilifivsouri regiment, served in it till
peace was declared, returned to New
York, and then, as he himself has
often told. worked at anything that
turned up, getting his food its the
cheapest eating houses and sleeping
sometimes on a bench in a public
park.
Finally he went back to Missouri,
where, after working some time as a
waiter, he found employment as a
reporter for a St. Louis German pa-
per, and after a time was elected to
the legislature. He became -still bet-
ter known, and a short time later
ventured into the newspaper busi-
ness on his own account.
Having made some money out of
his St. Louis paper he came to New
York ,lice more and secured posses-
sion " the World. Into this he
threw -11 .his qua:itics of "hustle" and
energy. The result was that at fifty
years of age Mr. Pulitzer had won
the success which he desired, the for-
tune which comes with 511CCess and
the power which comes with fortune.
Major Taylor to Race Again.
New York, April to.—"Major"
Taylor. holder of many- records, has
decided to re-enter the cycling game,
from which he has been retired for
the past three years. He is booked
to sail for Europe today and will' ap-
pear at the Velodrome in Paris under
his formicr managers, Robert Co-
qyelle and Victor Breyer. .





We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Charles Reed for mayor
subject to the Democratic Primary t.,
he held Thursday, May 2, 1907.
We are authorized co announce the
candidacy of G. R. Davis for mayor
subject to the Democratic Primary te
he held Thursday. May 2, zgoy.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Joe E. Potter for mayor
subject to the Democratic Primary tc
be held Thursday. May s,
City Mirk
We are authorized to amineance
City Clerk Henry Bailey as a ceadi-
date for re-election to the aka of
city clerk subject to the Democrat:c
Primary to be held Thursday, May 2,
1907.
We are authorized to announce
Maurice M. McIntyre as a candidate
for city clerk, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary to be held Thursday,
gay 2, 1907.
City Treasurer.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of William Kraus for city
treasurer, subject to the Democratic
Primary to be held Thursday, Mae a
.907,
We are aathorized to announce the
candidacy of John W. hicKnight for
city treasurer, subject to the Demo
cratic Primary to be held Thursday
May 2, 1907.
City Attorney.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of John G. Miller, Jr., for
city attorney, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary to be held Thursday
May a, goy.
We are authorized to announce th-
candidacy of Frank A. Lucas, for
city attorney, subject to the Demo
cratie Primary to be held Thur,day
May 2, 1907..
We are authorized to announce th •
candidacy of A. L- Harper foi
city attorney, subject to the Demo
cratic primary to be held Tuesday
May 2, 1907.
City Assesses.
We are authorized to announce V.
Stewart Dick as a candidate for re
election to the office of city assessor
subject to the Democratic Primgry
to be held Thursday, May a, roe
City Jader.
We are authorized to announce th-
candidacy of Joe A. Purchase for city
jailer, subject to the Democratic Pri
!nary to be held Thursday, Nay -
1907.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of W. T. (Billy) Read fo-
city jailer, subject to the Democratic
Primary to be held Thursday, May z.
1907-
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Sara L Beadles for city
jailer, subject to flit Democratic Pri-
mary to be held Thursday, May a-
1907.
We are authorized to announce th,
candidacy of Al, Hymarsh for cits
jailer, subject to the Democratic Pri
Mary to be held Thursday, May
1907,
We are aothorized to announce the
cand4acy of Mann W. Clark for city
jailer, enbiect to the Democratic Pri
mary to be held Thursday. May 2.
1907-
Vv'e are authorized to announce the
candidacy of R. M. Miles for city
jailer. subject to the Democratic Pri•
rnary to be held Thursday,' May a.
1907.
School Trustee.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Ben Weille for schoo!
trustee from the Second ward, sub-
ject to the action of the city demo-
critic primary to be held Thursda%
May a.
Mississippi Medicos.
Gulfport, Miss., April 10.—Severa'
hundred physicians and surgeons from
various parts of the state, and several
distinguished medical men from oth-
er states assembled here today to at-
tend the annual meeting of the Mis-
sissippi State Medical association.'
which will be in session during the
remainder( of the week.
WINCIMMA.
NUBLACK "
Loaded Black Powder Sao
Shoot Strong and Evenly
Are Sure Fire, •
Will Stand Reloading.
!hey Always Get The ease
For Sale Emserwheolb.
•
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POPULAR WANTS •
6 • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
POUND—Your youth at 426
• Broadrvray.‘,
FOR SALE—Stock dry goods,
Thompson & Griffith, Benton, Ky.
FOR RENT—Elegarn flats, See
iamb and Brciattwas. Apply to B.
Scott.
1k'ANTED—White thorns room girls
at Hotel Craig, Fifth and Jefferson.
Gi.od wages.
LOST—A good time if you miss
'ring the show now on at the Ten-
nessee Theatre.
HOUSEHOLD FUR Ni T URE—
Will sell cheap. Apply 219 N. 6th.
New Phone So. ter
LOST—Double string pearl beads,
between Levy's and Hotel Craig.
Finder return to Levy's
WANTED — Day boarders for
meals only. Rates reasonable. Ap-
ply aot South Fourth street.
Call on Mrs. Eugene Wilson for
fa)hionable dressmaking at 7e6 Jef-
ferson sweet Old 'Phone 1205.
WANTED—Bilious people to use
Soule's Liver Capsules. R. W.
WALKER, CO., Fifth and Broad-
PERSONAL—if A Will meet me
ni 06 Broadway he will see a sight.
%Ise* hear ,otnething worth hearing.
T FT.
WANTED—To find a 5 cent show
'hat will beat the one given at the
Tennessee Electric Theatre—we don't
believe it elm be found.
WANTE—To rent small house
And garde* may city, or in suburbs-
John M. Wilkins cos Tennessee
-rreet New 'phone No. 935.
FOR RENT—Comfortable seats
weh refined associates. pleasaot I
sights end good songs. all for 5 cents I
j.at. Tennessee Electric Theater.
. WANTED FOR U.. S. .ARMY—
Able-boded unmarried men between
ages of 21 and is, citizens of United
States, of good character and tein-1
porate habits, who can speak. read,
and write English. For information'
ittiply to Recruiting Offeror. Newi
Richmond House, Paducah. Ky.
Expert Accountant.
Will post, examine, systematize and
audit i.ciois by the day, week or the
lob. Terms rea.onable.
JOHN D. SMITH, Room ro.. No.
Troebeart Build:cc 524 Broadway.
r14C 74-C
INSANE OVER SOCIAL SNUB
Wife of Millionaire Mirer Broods
Over Her Rejection.
Webb City, Mo., April in. a
result of brooding over being denied
admission into Joplin 5ociety several
years ago when her husband, the late
Senator Thomas Connor, became
suddenly rich from mining opera-
tions. .frs. 'Connor died recently.
leaving an state valued at over
$2,000.000. which now will revert to
Agnes O'Heaen Cotrnor, .their re-
year-old adopted daughter.
Miners' Ultimatum.
El Paeo, Tex., April ro.—The. \Veit-
ern Federation of Minere has organiz-
ed a union at Bisbee. Ariz., and to-
day issued an uitimattun to the com-
panies that al strike .would take place
tomorrow unless the 'union were rec-
ognized. Three thousand men are
affected.
ETA JAGG"




WAS NOT CITY CHARGE
AT HIS TRIAL THIS EVENING BEFORE THE ALDERMEN CITY
PHYSICIAN HARRY WILLIAMSON WILL USE AS HIS DE-
FENSE, THE GROUND THAT MR. OTHO FISHER, BEING
PROPERTY OWNER, WAS NOT AN "INDIGENT CHARGE"
UPON THE MUNICIPALITY, THEREFORE NOT ENTITLED
TO FREE MEDICAL TREATMENT.
The charges of neglect of duty
against City Physician Harry F. Wil-
liamson will come up this evening at
the special meeting of the aldermen
called for that ,purpose.
Judge R. T. Lightfoot, legal repre-
sentative of the city physocian, an-
nounced yesterday that he did not
think it would take but a few minutes
for him to convince the akiermen
that the city physician had not been
neglectful of his duties, as the city
ordinances state that the city physi-
cian shall look after the "indigent"
sick when notified by the mayor. "In-
digent" means a person who is desti-
tute needy and poor, and Judge
Lightfoot says it can very easily be
,liown that Mr. Otho Fisher was not
an indigent person, but that he owns
rcal estate in this city and county,
therefore was not a "city pauper
charge" but able to pay for his medi-
cal attention and did not have to be
looked after by the oety physician
at expense of the municipality. Hence
it was not Dr. Williamson's duty to
render medical aid to the unfortunate
young man, any more than it was the
duty of other physicians.
Several woks ago Mr. Fisher took
side with complications and about 3
o'clock one morning during a delir-
ium and clad only in his night
clothes, he left his room at the
boarding house on South Second near
Adams street, and wandered ento the
St. Nicholas hotel where he fell un-
conscious. He was brought to the
,city hall immediately in the patrol
wagon by Officer Thad Terrell and
City Physician Williamson tele-
phoned for, but the latter refused to
come and attend the young man, not
thinking he was very ill, except from,
the effects of alcoholism, and prom-
ised to come after breakfast. While
the officers were owing to secure an-
other doctor, Mr. Fisher died, haersg
one fit after another.
Mayor Yeiser ptefereep. .charges
against the city physicihmilagforc the
aldermanic body which it "tnral
board" of the municipal gogernment.
The city solicitor will presao.site the
charges, while Judge Liebajoot wilF
represent the accused
MT. Fisher had applied for admet-
tance to the city hospitil t)e day be-
fore he died, but was refused by the
city physician who did not think his
condition warranted thia expense Sea
ing placed on the maniapality
ENGINES, BOLLS AND PUMPS
Structural Iron for buthtngs: Machinery and Dellos 'Re-
paired; Mill and Steamboat Supplies; Heavy Steens Tlitteitiart
Forging.; New Work Our Specialty; Seemed Hand Meeklate7
Bought and Sold. Agents for Machinery and Gas rogla411.
Works Salesroom and Office First and Kentucky avow.




HELD TO THE GRAND JURY
ON CHARGE.
William Allen, Colored, Fined $sS
for Trying to Rill Mate Rogers
With Axe.
Edward Clark, colored, was before
Judge Cross in the police court yes-
tenday morning on the charge of ob-
taining money by false pretenses, and
was held over to the circuit court
grand jury in $3oo bond, and beeng
unable to execute surety to this ex-
tent, he went to jail. He is accused
of stealing a pair of shoes from a
memo doctor named Nelson and sell-
ing them to come other party for
money, by claiming the footgear be-
longed to him.
William Allen, colored, woe* fined
$26 and costs for trying to kill Mate
Rogers of the wte_arner City of Sahli-
lo with an axe The roustabout got
mad at something when the boat was
landing here last Monday night, and
grabbing up the axe, made a long
swing for the matc's bead, but Rogers
ducked and then gamely took the
axe from the negro.
Henry Smith was fineidl $r and
-ts for being drunk.
Forced to Vacate.
On account of the sale of the real
estate of E. Relikopf, I am forced to
remove the stock fixtures, etc., of the
E. Rehkopf Saddlery company, from
roe South Second street. Therefore
I offer for sale all the fixtures, con-
sisting of shelving counters, show-
cases, show windows, etc. Together
with the entire stock of .harness,
saddles, collars, and chains. Also I
have a complete line of harness and
saddle making machinery, all neces-
sary implements for manufacturing
harness, collars and saddles; in good
working order. Betides I have one
cold tire setting machine. Set from
one inch to three in tires. A bar-
gain if sold at once.
J. E. WALTERS.
RICHARD MANSFIELD SITS UP
Fathom Actor Slowly Recovering
From Serious illness.
New York, April to—It was stated
at his home tonight that Richard
Mansfield was able to sit up this
evening for the first time since he
















When we quote prices on our Spring Suits and my "Excellent Spring Suit, handsomely mails and
aeautifully trimmed, correctly cut. etc., at Szo.00. lap. $15.00. 414•30 and $30-00,
lug the same song that every other Clothing House sing..
It's &Song that is being sung these days by (Udders all over the Country.
There's no copyright on it—any Clothier can sing it.
It's no trouble to quote prices, and unless you see the garments at the price, the price chts
figure. 
Whatyou get for your :soul Is at tells the tale. 
,Webelieves our Suits at the prime quoted are better than others at a like pries ad we ask
to examine them.




AD ERGRAND c0TH/ER,LE 



































SHANTYBOATERS IS PLEA OF CONSERVATIVISS-..SECRETARY TAFT SPENDS
BUSY DAY AT CUBAN
CAPITAL.
FOUR OF THEM ARRESTED
YESTERDAY ON WAR.-
RANTS.
They are Accused of Tying Tlesar
Houseboats to the Mctinme
Veneer Bank.
Constables Shelton and Martin yes-
terday arrested A. Baker, Albert
Burns, a man named Young and one
named Denniags, all charged with
mooring their shantyboats to stakes
driven in the McKinnie veneer fac-
tory bank on Island creek. The
quartette are charged with trespass
and gave bond for tiseir appearance
before Justice Charles Emery this
afternoon at 3 o'clock for trial. The
warrants against the four were issued
at the instance of Manager A. J.
Decker of the McKinisie properties.
The men moored their floating
houseboats to the factory bank and
were ordered to more, and refused.
hence were warranted.
The constables are preparing to is-
sue warrants by the wholesale against
many shantyboaters, charging them
with failing to pay the $5 annual lic-
ense exacted from this character of
people by the commonwealth for the
privilege of tying•Their houseboats to
Kentucky banks of rivers and creeks.
There are hundreds of shantyboaters
around this harbor who have never
paid a license, but it is believed the
warrants will either bring them to
time or cause a general dispersement
of the colonies for other dimes.
Taft Communicatied With Roosevelt
By Cable and May Make
a Statement
• Ifavana, April es—Secretarry Taft
was busy all the morning receiving
committees. One composed of promi-
nent citizens of Matanzas presented
a petition for the removal of the gov-
ernor of Matanzas province and the
municipal authorities of Mantanzas
city, claiming that fair elections were
an impossibility while these officials
remain in office.
A delegation from the planters'
League called on the secretary and
expressed the hope that no election
would be held at an early date, say-
ing that such a process would prevent
them from obtaining money from the
bankers.
A committee of insurgent generals
c-alled and asked for the removal of
the municipal officers of the cities of
Maranio and Batabano, claiming that
ex-President Palma illegally substi-
tuted the present officers foe regulrly
elected officers.
That there be no election in Cuba
before next year was the urgent re-
quest made by a committee of the
conservatives upon Serretary Taft at
another conference held this after-
noon. The members of this commit-
tee, among whom are some of 'the
strongest men in Cuba argued that
Cuba today was torn by political pas-
sion and that at least one year must
pass before these can subside and
elections be carried one in a manner
creditable to both the United States
and Cuba.
The only other desire regarding the
date expressed by thn. etiti‘ervatrve
committee was that Calms' indepen-
dence be re-established before the ex-
piration (December, 294) of the
present reciprocity treaty in order
that Cuba be in a position to treat
for a renewal of this treaty. The
committee urged the importance of
holding municipal elections first and
the other elections subsequently, sep-
arately ortogether, as Mr. Taft might
think best.
Secretary Taft c mmunicated with
President Roosevelt tonight by tele-
graph, and he probably will make a
statement tomorrow Coneequently
great expectation prevails.
Although the committee of insur-
gent generals that conferred with See-
retarry Taft yesterday reiterate their
statements that Mr. Taft promised
them national elections in December,
it now appears, as a matter of fact,
that the secretary only said be would
recotrunend such action to President
Roosevelt.
The Tennessee Electric Theatre
hat the latest soap, and the best
films in the city.
C.
Poe Agents—An Oggsgetneaurt




Now Ready for Solicitors
376 Insepriel Octaao Pages. Om MO
Superb Engravings hos photo-
Reett mime by Mr. Erma 4,il: his trip around the world •
and his visits to an satiates. The
greatest book of travel ever wines
The people are waiting for it The
agent's haven. Out MRSZI—SeaS
fifty cents to cover mailing and hese.
ling.
Pis Naples Pi. leo V. Laois
To Praha* Osaehilme,
Jefferson City, Mo., April 9.—The
fourty-fourth general assembly con-
vened in extraordinary session at
noon today. ' Among the matters rec-
ommended to come before the special
seision by Gov. Folk in hie unmet*
I. the passage of an emergency clause
to immediately enforte the statute
passed by the regular session to pro-
hibit race teach gambling.
BASF BALL GOODS
A fine assortment of the very beet makers at cut prices. It is as-
usual to offer such goods at a cut price at the first of the season. but
here they are. We think you will appreciate them as a "Good








West Kentucky Coal Co.
INCORPORATED.
Office d Elevator 2nd & Ohio
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